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(ABSTRACT)

A systems approach for manufacturing system design calls for the division of a

system design into sub-designs, and their specification over multiple levels of

detail. Through an iterative design and evaluation process, a system design

progresses from an abstraction to an implemental specification. To facilitate the

evaluation process, models of sub-designs must be applicable to modular

assembly, even if the sub-designs are heterogeneously specified.

Computer simulation modeling ls currently the most flexible method of

manufacturing system analysis. When used in the multi-level design process,

two forms of simulation models are encountered, uni-level and multi-level. A

simulation model of a manufacturing system is considered uni-level if objects of

equivalent type within the system are modeled at the same level of detail. On

the other hand, a model is considered multi-level if objects of equivalent type

are not modeled at the same level of detail. Unfortunately, current simulation

frameworks do not integrate modular construction with the various dlscrete

event and continuous simulation techniques needed to support multi-level

modeling.



This dissertation describes GIBSS (Generalized Interaction Based Simulation

Specification), a simulation framework which supports the modular construction

of uni-level and multi-level simulation models. Under GIBSS, the mechanisms

and attributes of a manufacturing system simulation are distributed among

various classes of independent sub-models. These classes are passive,

internal interaction, external interaction, and master simulation. GIBSS

describes the mechanics of each of these classes, as well as their method of

synchronization. Using GIBSS, sub-models are created, executed, and

validated independently, and then brought together to execute in parallel or

near parallel fashion. As a result, uni-level and multi-level system simulation

models are assembled from multiple sub-models.

GIBSS eliminates a barrier to the rapid evaluation of manufacturing system

designs. It facilitates the multi-level design process, and is the basis of a

research efforl, dedicated to the development of a new generation of computer-

aided manufacturing system design environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction to Research Tgpig

A systems approach for manufacturing system design calls for the division of a

system design into sub·designs, and their specification over multiple levels of

detail. Through an iterative design and evaluation process, a system design

progresses from an abstraction to an implemental specification. To facilitate the

evaluation process, models of sub-designs must be applicable to modular

assembly, even if the sub-designs are heterogeneously specified.

Computer simulation modeling is currently the most flexible method of

manufacturing system analysis. When used in the multi-level design process,

two forms of simulation models are encountered, uni-level and multi—leveI. A

simulation model of a manufacturing system is considered uni-level if all objects

of equivalent type within the system are modeled at the same level of detail. On

the other hand, a model is considered multi-level if objects of equivalent type

are not modeled at the same level of detail. Unfortunately, current simulation

frameworks do not integrate modular construction with the various discrete

1
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event and continuous simulation techniques needed to support multi-level

modeling. As a result, the use of simulation in the multi-level design process is

impeded.

This dissertation presents a simulation framework which supports the modular

construction of uni-level and multi-level simulation models, and in turn supports

the multi-level design of manufacturing systems. The remainder of this chapter

discusses manufacturing system design and simulation as well as the research

problem and research objectives.

1.1 Manufacturing §ystem Daaign

In systems engineering, system elements are designed for optimal system

performance rather than optimal element performance. With respect to

manufacturing system design, a systems approach calls for the division of a

system design into sub—designs, and the specitication of these sub-designs

over multiple stages, where each subsequent stage represents a more detailed

and complete specification. This process is illustrated symbolically in Figure 1.

Associated with each stage are sets of constraint criteria, which sub-designs

must satisfy either individually or collectively, and sets of performance criteria,

which are used to evaluate competing specifications. These criteria set

guidelines, which within the view of the designers, are appropriate for the level
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of specification. The stages at which criteria are used reflect their priority. The

higher the priority, the earlier the criteria are applied.

In the initial stages of a muIti—leveI design process, constraints are somewhat

fuzzy, due to the uncertainty of design parameters such as volume, unit costs,

and production rates. In addition, the selection of manufacturing system

specifications are typically based on inaccurate evaluations due to the

unavailability of accurate system data. ln general, as a design specification

becomes more complete, constraint and performance evaluation validity

improve. Note that the initial stages of a design process are greatly facilitated if

data from existing systems are available for extrapolation.

During a transition from one stage to the next, multiple alternatives are

constructed for each sub-design. Data which influence their construction

include constraint criteria and design specifications of interacting sub-designs

at the new stage. The alternatives are evaluated with respect to the new

performance criteria. If the best alternative satisfies the constraint criteria, and if

its performance falls in-line with its performance from the previous stage, it is

accepted as the new sub-design specification. However, lf it falls to satisfy the

constraint criteria, or its performance is significantly different than anticipated,

then the sub-designs at the previous stage are re-designed and evaluated with

respect to the new sub-design specification.

This process is repeated, until all sub-designs have been specified at the new

stage. At the end of a transition, the new sub-design specifications may be

evaluated collectively to insure that system constraints are met, and to verify
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system performance. Note that in many cases, a sub-design is divided into

multiple sub-designs at a subsequent stage.

To evaluate sub-designs either individually or collectively, models are created

and executed, and inferences are made with respect to their results. Model

construction is typically the most time consuming of the three processes. This

bottleneck is reduced considerably if models are created and manipulated in a

modular fashion.

Modularity permits models to be assembled and executed in multiple

configurations. Thus, once a sub-design model has been created, it can be

used repeatedly in the assembly of other models. This is important, because

sub-designs are repeatedly evaluated in collective groups throughout a multi-

level design. Without modularity, the creation of aggregate design models

would require their construction from scratch.

A barrier to modularity is the requirement that models be capable of

heterogeneous assembly. Heterogeneous assembly is required when sub-

designs, which are specified heterogeneously, are evaluated collectively.

Currently, there are three methods of systems analysis that are applied to

manufacturing system design. Method selection is greatly influenced by the

level of design specification. In all but extreme cases, the methods are fairly

exclusive. Thus the assembly of heterogeneous models poses a significant

problem.
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A partial solution is the modularization of the methods with respect to their

individual problem domains. This will permit the modular construction of sub-

design models, which utilize the same analysis technique. While it will not

insure modularity throughout a multi-level design process, it will insure

modularity for many consecutive design and evaluation stages. This

dissertation investigates the modularization of computer simulation. The

reasons for the selection of this technique are discussed in the following review

of systems analysis.

1.2 Systems Analysis

Systems analysis is the process of constructing a model of a system, and

performing experiments with the model to provide insight as to the operation of

the system [44]. Today, it is regularly performed on a large number and

assortment of existing manufacturing systems and designs of manufacturing

systems as a means of process improvement.

There are three methods commonly used for the systems analysis of

manufacturing systems. They are analytic, iconic, and computer simulation

modeling.

Analytic modeling involves the creation of mathematical models to represent

system behavior and can be both prescriptive (i.e., linear programming models)

and descriptive (i.e., queuing networks) in nature. Examples include the use of
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queuing networks to analyze the aggregate behavior of manufacturing systems

[47] and finite element analysis to estimate the deformation of blanks during

forging operations [8,43]. The advantage of analytic modeling is the exactness

of its solutions. With respect to modularization, its disadvantage is its utilization

of a large variety of incompatible solution techniques.

lconic modeling involves the creation of scaled, physical representations of

actual systems. Its use provides an excellent source of visual, logical, and

geometrical information. As a result, it is reported by Wysk, Ghosh, and Wu

[53] to be excellent for manufacturing education. Unfortunately, iconic

modeling is not very well adapted for repetitive manufacturing system analysis

due to the high cost of model construction, difficulty with data extraction, and its

inability to reflect true system performance characteristics.

Digital computer simulation modeling is the most widely used of the modeling

methodologies for manufacturing system analysis [42]. Its popularity is a result

of its flexlbility, which allows it to describe a large range of manufacturing

system behavior. With respect to modularization, computer simulation has the

advantage that it uses a small set of compatible mechanisms. Its disadvantages

are the difficulties associated with output analysis and the cost and expertise

needed for model creation [5].

Of the three methodologies just described, computer simulation shows the

greatest potential for modularization. In addition, due to its relatively large

problem domain, its modularization should have the largest impact on

manufacturing system design.
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1.3 The importance of Modularity in Compgter Mpgeling

Balci and Nance [6] state that a computer simulation analysis consists of the

following steps:

1. Problem Identification: definition of the problem to be corrected.

2. Objective Specification: determination of the problem analysis objectives.

3. System Definition: determination of system boundaries and restrictions.

4. Model Formulation: construction of the system model.

5. Model Translation: translation of the model into a form acceptable to the

computer.

6. Model Validation and Program Verification: determination of the validity of

the model with respect to the observed operation of the system.

7. Model Experimentation: manipulation and execution of the computer

model to obtain output values. V

8. Model Interpretation and Application: drawing inferences about the real

system behavior from the model output.
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Steps 4 through 8 tend to be an iterative process [6], where the simulation

analyst reformulates and experiments with the system model in order to make

comparisons between competing alternative systems.

Balci and Nance [5] state, that on average, 70 to 90 percent of the cost of a

simulation study is spent on the iterative process of model formulation,

translation, and validation. They further state that a large factor influencing this

cost is computer model reusability, which in turn is a direct function of computer

model modularity. This opinion appears to be held by others in the computer

modeling community such as Zeigler and Oren [57] and Medeiros and

Sadowski [32].

Model modularity relates to the ability of a model to be divided into sub-models,

each of which can be removed or replaced with minimal effect on its

neighboring sub-models. The importance of modularity pertains to both initial

model construction and alteration.

With respect to initial model development, modular construction permits the

rapid development of a valid simulation model by allowing a modeler to divide a

system under study into sub-systems (objects), develop and validate small

simulation models to represent these objects, and then link these models

together to create an aggregate model. In general, the modular construction of

software is considered to be a basic tenet of good software development.

With respect to reusability, model modularity permits a system modeler to alter

an existing model through the modification or replacement of a set number of
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sub·modeIs, allowing the majority of the existing model to remain intact.

Without modularity, model alteration requires the modification of larger

percentages of simulation code.

1.4 Uni-level ang Multi-level §imglatigng

A simulation model of a manufacturing system is considered uni-level if all

objects of equivalent type within the system are modeled at the same level of

detail. For example, consider parts flowing through a workcell containing a

pallet, two machine tools, and a robot. If the machine tools, robot, and pallet

are modeled at the same level of detail then the model is considered uni·Ievel.

This is demonstrated in Figure 2, where the system is represented with a

discrete event simulation model utilizing a queuing network analogy. In this

model, the machine tools and robot are modeled as senzers, the pallet as a

buffer, and the parts as customers. The attributes of the machine tools and

robots are their busy/idle status. The attributes of the pallet are its capacity and

the number of parts that it is currently holds. The attributes of the parts are their

symbolic state and the identity of the pallet or sewer which they are currently

located at. During simulation, the parts flow between the entities, demanding

their service or storage capacity.

A simulation model of a manufacturing system is considered multi-level if

objects of equivalent type are not modeled at the same level of detail. This is
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Machine Tool 1 Buffer 1 Machine Tool 2

Robot 1

Figure 2 Uni-Level Representation of a Work Cell
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demonstrated with the example system in Figure 3. Here the discrete event

simulation models of the robot and the part that it interacts with have been

replaced with continuous simulation/geometric models. The new models are

used to represent their kinematic and geometric behavior. During simulation,

the two sets of models work together in a hybrid fashion. Of interest is the

dynamic nature of the part model attributes. When interacting with the machine

tool or buffer models, the part models utilize symbolic attributes. When

interacting with the robot model, they utilize kinematic and geometric attributes.

The use of a uni-level simulation model allows a modeler to simulate both

aggregate system behavior and the interactions among objects within a system.

By its nature, a uni-level simulation model does not focus attention on any one

object, since they are all modeled equally. A review of the literature suggests

that this type of model is commonly used in the analysis of existing

manufacturing systems or designs of manufacturing systems in which all sub-

systems have been designed to the same level of detail. With respect to the

multi-level design process, uni-level simulation models are applicable for the

collective analysis of a broad range of homogeneous sub-designs.

Like a uni-level simulation model, the use of a multi-level simulation model

allows a modeler to simulate both aggregate system behavior and the

interactions among objects within a system. But, in addition, a multi-level model

permits the modeler to focus on the behavior of a fixed group of objects. As a

result, a multi-level simulation model conceptually represents multiple systems.
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This concept, as applied to our example multi-level simulation model, is

Illustrated in Figure 4. Here the model represents three systems. System 1

consists of the machine tools and the buffer along with the parts that flow

through them. This system is represented via a discrete event/queuing

network model. System 2 consists of the robot and the part that it interacts

with. It is represented via a kinematic/geometric model. System 3 is the work

cell itself, and it is represented by the aggregate multi-level model.

During execution of the multi-level simulation model, Systems 1 and 2 provide

each other with Inputs along with inputs received from the aggregate model. ln

turn, they provide the aggregate model with outputs.

The composite nature of multi-level simulation models makes them well-suited

for the collective analysis of heterogeneous sub-designs. Through proper

experimentation, they allow system designers to analyze not only the potential

performances of detailed sub-systems, but also the potential effects of sub-

systems on aggregate system performance as well as vice versa. This allows a

system designers to compare alternative detailed designs of sub—systems

without having to model the aggregate system at the same level of detail.

1.5 Reeeereh Prgblem ·

In an ideal world, manufacturing system designers could rapidly construct

simulation models of sub-designs and store them In a model-base. To evaluate
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sub-designs either independently or collectively, designers could select models

from the model base, assemble them in any uni-level or multi-level combination,

and then execute them. Unfortunately, very few simulation frameworks support

the modular construction of simulation models, and no simulation framework

utilizes all of the mechanisms needed to support multi-level modeling.

The execution of an assembly of independent simulation models requires extra

overhead for their synchronization, resulting in greater execution time. Over the

past thirty years, the costs of executing simulation models has exceeded the

costs of developing them [4]. As a result, the modeling community has

emphasized execution efliciency rather than development efficiency.

Consequently, manufacturing system modeling has been dominated by fast

executing, non·modular simulation frameworks. Ironically, the relationship

between model execution and development has changed drastically, due to

improvements in computer technology and large increases in the cost of skilled

labor.

To support multi-level modeling, a simulation framework must utilize the

simulation methods and time flow mechanisms found in both discrete event and

continuous simulation modeling, maintain a generalized time flow mechanism,

and handle dynamic attribute sets. For example, in the multi-level simulation

model presented in Figure 3, the discrete event representation of the machine

tools requires the execution of event functions and a variable increment time

flow mechanism, while the continuous/geometric representation of the robot

requires the execution of attribute description functions, conditional activities,

and a fixed increment time flow mechanism, To maintain synchronization within
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the composite simulation, a time flow mechanism for the aggregate model must

be executed. This time flow mechanism must not only work in conjunction with

the time flow mechanisms of the constituent models, but it must also be

independent of their type. The need for dynamic attribute sets was discussed

earlier. Currently, no simulation framework described in the literature has these

characteristics.

1.§ Research Obiective

The objective of this dissertation is to develop a simulation framework which will

support the modular construction of uni-level and multi-level simulation models

of manufacturing systems.

To demonstrate its feasibility, the framework will be applied to the simulation of

a hypothetical manufacturing system. Note that a solution alternative

(automatic model generation) other than the development of a new framework

has been considered. This alternative, along with the reasons why it was not

pursued, are discussed in chapters 2 and 3.
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j ./l

;„g§lgniflcange cf Research _

The multi-level design approach shows promise as an effective means of

manufacturing system design. The development of a simulation framework

which can support the modular construction of uni-level and multi-level

simulation models will eliminate a large barrier to its common implementation.

In stand alone form, the use of the framework should dramatically reduce the

time needed to develop and alter simulation models. When used as a basis for

automatic program generation (discussed in chapters 2 and 3), the impact of

the framework should be amplified to an even greater extent.

The development of the framework is just the beginning of a long research effort

toward the development of a new generation of computer-aided manufacturing

system design environments. lt is anticipated that these environments will

support the multi-level design process by aiding designers with computer-

assisted specification, automatic model generation, automatic model

management, and knowledge-based simulation analysis. The implementation

of these environments will dramatically change the manner in which

manufacturing system design is conducted.
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1.3 3gmmggg gf Dissertation Qgntgntg

This chapter has provided an introduction to the research topic. The remainder

of this dissertation details the development of the simulation framework.

Chapter 2 provides a literature review on the various computer modeling

techniques applied to manufacturing system analysis, the historical attempts of

bypassing the modularity problem, and simulation frameworks which have been

developed to support the modular, multi-level design process. Chapter 3

details the research methodology, describing why the development of a new

simulation framework was chosen as the problem solution. In addition, the

performance requirements for the framework are discussed along with software

and hardware considerations and the methodology for demonstrating the

framework. Chapter 4 provides a detailed explanation of the simulation

framework and how it can be applied in single process and parallel process

applications. Chapter 5 describes a model demonstration environment that
”

was created to demonstrate the simulation framework. Finally, chapter 6

summarizes the dissertation, provides conclusions, and discusses future

research.



2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

This literature review discusses the applications and mechanics of computer

modeling techniques commonly used in the analysis of manufacturing systems.

These techniques include discrete event simulation, continuous simulation,

geometric modeling, and graphical animation. The review also discusses the

role of automatic model generation as a historical solution to the lack ot

modularity ot conventional simulation frameworks, as well as the simulation

frameworks which have been developed to support the multi-level design

process.

2.1 Discrete Event Simulation

Discrete event simulation is a computer modeling technique used to model the

event oriented behavior ot systems over the simulated passage of time. The

20
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following is a discussion on how discrete event modeling is normally applied to

manufacturing system analysis as well as a description of discrete event

simulation mechanics.

2.1.9 Applisatign in Manufactgring §ystsm Anslysls

Discrete event simulation models are used extensively to analyze the queuing

dynamics of manufacturing systems. At a high level of abstraction,

manufacturing systems are normally modeled as queuing networks [42].

Conceptually, resources within the system are modeled as servers while entities

such as parts are modeled as customers. During simulation, parts conceptually

flow through the simulated system, queuing behind resources and demanding

their services. Events normally simulated are the arrival of parts into the

manufacturing system, the queuing of parts behind resources, the beginning

and completion of services by resources, and the removal of parts from the

system.

As progressively less abstract models are used to represent manufacturing

systems, greater numbers of system resources are modeled along with their

more complex interactions. This increase in detail results in queuing network

simulation models of greater complexity.

For example, consider a hypothetical manufacturing system containing two

work cells, each separated by physical buffers and each consisting of a robot
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and a machine tool. Conceptually, this system could be modeled as shown in

Figure 5. Here the work cells are treated as servers and the bulfers as storage.

The interactions modeled are those between the work cells, bufters, and parts.

At a lower level of abstraction, the manufacturing system could be modeled as

shown in Figure 6. Here the robots and machine tools within the work cells are

treated as servers. The interactions modeled are those between the machine

tools, robots, bulters, and parts. As progressively less abstract models are

applied to this system, elements such as grippers, cutters, sensors, etc. are

represented along with their associated interactions.

This queuing network analogy has been utilized by many commercial,

manufacturing-oriented, discrete event simulation languages and environments.

These simulation tools provide modeling constructs which allow a user to

create models quickly through the construction of queuing networks. Examples

include AutoMod [16], FACTOR [33], ModeIMaster [9], MAST [29], PCModeI

[51], SIMAN [41], SIMFACTORY [48], SLAM ll [42], STAFi*CELL[46],

WITNESS [22], and XCELL [13].

2.1.1 Diecrete Event §imgleticn Mechenice

A discrete event simulation model is used to represent the changes ot state of a

system over discrete points in time [42]. 'l'he term world view is often

associated with the implementation of discrete event models. A world view
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(also called a framework) is a description of the mechanisms used to execute a

simulation. Currently there are many world views associated with the

implementation of discrete event models. The most commonly used are event

scheduling, activity scanning, the three phased approach, and process

interaction. ln addition a fifth, DEVS (Discrete Event System) specification has

recently gained attention as an approach which takes advantage of the object

oriented programming paradigm. These five world views are described next.

But first some additional computer modeling concepts need to be discussed.

Note that much of the following discussion is taken from Balci [4].

A system can be described in terms of objects, attributes, events, activities,

and processes. An object denotes an element of interest in the system. An

attribute denotes a property of an object, a property of the system, or conveys

information about an aspect of an object or the system.

An event is anything that causes a change in the state of an object and/or the

system. The state of an object is defined by the values of all attributes of that

object at a particular instant of time. The state of a system is defined by the

values of system attributes and object attributes at a particular instant of time.

An activity is what transforms the state of on object over a period of time. An

activity is initiated by the occurrence of an event and is ended by the

occurrence of another event. A process is a sequence of activities or events

ordered with respect to time.

As an illustrative example, take the discrete event representation of robot 1,

machine tool 1, buffer 1, and buffer 2 in Figure 6. The objects of interest are the
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robot, machine tool, and buffers as well as the parts that flow through the sub-

system. An attribute of the robot and machine tool is their busy/idle status. An

attribute of the buffers is the current number of parts that they hold. Attributes

of the parts are their time of arrival into the system, their time of departure from

the system, and current volume. An attribute of the system is the current

number of parts in the system. Examples of events and activities associated

with this system are shown in TABLEs 1 and 2 respectively.

The time flow mechanism of a discrete event model relates to how simulated

time is advanced during model execution. There are two types of mechanisms,

fixed increment and variable increment (also called next event).

ln a simulation utilizing a fixed increment scheme, the simulation clock is

updated by the addition of a fixed increment of time. This üxed increment is pre-

determined by the modeler before simulation execution. The proper increment

size is dependent upon the behavior of the system being modeled. ln general,

the increment size needs to be less than the smallest anticipated time period

between state changes during model execution.

ln a simulation utilizing a next event scheme, the simulation clock is updated to

the time of the next event to occur in the executing simulation. This involves

tracking all anticipated future events along with their associated firing times. In

general, the next event scheme is considered to be more efficient with respect

to actual simulation execution time than the fixed increment scheme. However

in many modeling situations, the task of tracking future events can be
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TABLE 1 Events tor Example Dlscrete Event Simulation

Event Description Attributes Changed

Arrival ot Part at Butter 1 Status ot Part, Butter 1,
and System

Robot 1 Grasps Part at Status ot Butter 1 and
Butter 1 Robot 1

Robot 1 Releases Part Status ot Robot 1 and
at Machine Tool 1 Machine Tool 1

Machine Tool 1 Begins Status ot Machine Tool 1
Processing Part

Machine Tool 1 Finishes Status ot Machine Tool 1
Processing Part and Part

Robot 1 Grasps Part Status ot Robot 1
at Machine Tool 1 and Machine Tool 1

E7 Robot 1 Releases Part Status of Robot 1 and
at Butter 2 Butter 2

Part is Removed trom Status ot Butter 2
Butter 2 and System
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TABLE 2 Activities for Example Discrete Event Simulation

Beginning Ending
Activity Description Event Event

Robot 1 Waiting for E1
Part Arrival

Robot 1 Transferring
Part to Machine Tool 1

Machine Tool 1 Waiting
for Part Arrival

Machine Tool 1
Processing Part

Robot 1 Waiting for
Machine Tool 1 to Finish

Robot 1 Transferring E7
Part lo Buffer 2

A7 System Waiting to Remove E7
Part from Buffer 2
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complicated and time consuming. ln these circumstances, the fixed increment

implementation is more efficient [5].

Discrete event simulation is not effective for modeling system behavior which

changes continuously with respect to time. This is due to the difticulty and

inefficiency of trying to model continuous behavior with an event oriented

technique. Modeling system behavior such as this requires the use of

continuous simulation.

2.1.1.0 Event Scheduling World View

Under the event scheduling framework, an event is the major focus of the

system model. This is illustrated in Figure 7. Initialization includes the

assignment of initial values to all system and object attributes, the setting of the

clock to zero, and the inltialization of the event list. Assuming that the

simulation starts with the modeled system empty of parts, the event list is

initialized by merging the first events to occur in the future. In the illustrative

example, this is the arrival of parts into buffer 1.

Records are used to store event information. At a minimum, such information

includes event type and the future time of occurrence. Note that event

records are merged into the events list in order of increasing future occurrence

time.
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During simulation execution, the system clock is updated either using the fixed

increment or variable increment method. When the clock is equal to the

occurrence time of the first event on the events list, the function associated with

the event is called, the event record is removed from the top of the events list,

and the clock is again updated. Simulation continues until some preset

condition for termination is met. At this time, numeric simulation results are

transferred to some output medium.

An event function performs two duties. The first is to update some combination

of object and system attributes, In the case of an arrival event in the example

simulation, this entails creating a part record, initializing its attributes,

incrementing the number of parts currently held by buffer 1, and incrementing

the total number of parts in the system.

The second duty performed by an event function is to spawn any additional

events that may be conditional with respect to its occurrence, and to merge

them into the events list. For example, assuming that parts arriving into the

illustrative system follow a particular arrival time probability distribution, then the

firing of an arrival event spawns a new arrival event. The future occurrence time

of this new arrival event is dependent upon the current simulated time and the

probabilistic inter-arrival time.

A model created with the event scheduling world view is very efficient with

respect to execution speed when the maximum number of events

simultaneously appearing on the events list is small relative to the total number

of generated events. This is especially true when the next event time flow
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mechanism is utilized. This efficiency is obtained by the direct linking of event

functions, which results in a reduction of event condition checking. As a result,

a model created under the event scheduling framework is characterized by a

tight network of dependent simulation functions.

Unfortunately the efficiency gained by the use of the event scheduling

framework comes at the expense of model modularity. The tight structure of an

event scheduling model prohibits its alteration without a significant amount of

code alteration in the simulation functions.

2.1.1.1 Activig §canning Werlg View

The activity scanning world view (also known as the two-phased approach) is

a state-based approach to simulation modeling. Unlike the event scheduling

approach, activities are the basic building blocks of a model.

Under this framework, activities are described in two parts. The first part is a

condition or compounding of conditions which must be satisfied in order for the

activity to take place. This condition may be time dependent or attribute

dependent. The second part specifies which operations (including the update

of object and system attributes) must be performed in order for an activity to

completely fire.
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As an example, take an activity that is utilized to simulate the arrival of pans into

the example simulation. During execution, the condition that is checked is

whether the current value of the clock ls equal to the arrival time of the next pan

to enter the system. lf this condition ls met, then the activity fires and all of the

attributes that are dependent upon a pan arrival are updated. In addition, the

time of the next arrival is computed, providing the basis for future firings of the

activity.

Figure 8 illustrates the logic of the activity scanning approach. lnitialization

involves assigning values to attributes and spawning activities. Phase 1

involves the time scan. In the activity scanning approach, the fixed increment

time flow mechanism is used. As a result, the clock is simply incremented by a

fixed time step.

Phase 2 involves the activity scan. During this phase each activity is scanned to

determine if it can fire. The sequential scanning of the activities is repeated until

all activities fall to fire. Note that the activities are assigned priorities, and are

scanned in order of priority. The reason for assigning priorities is that activities

are typically dependent upon one another. As a result, activities with the least

dependencies are assigned the highest priorities and activities with the greatest

dependencies are assigned the lowest priorities. This is done to minimize the

number of scans required for any given execution of phase 2. Simulation

termination and output are conducted in the same fashion as the event

scheduling world view.
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The activity scanning approach produces a simulation composed of

independent modules waiting to be executed. Thus it is a highly modular

approach of model construction. Unfortunately, due to its use of the fixed

increment time flow mechanism and its need to repeatedly scan activities during

phase 2 execution, it is slower in execution relative to the other world views.

2.1.1.2 Three Phaee World View

The three phase approach attempts to remedy the inefficiency of the activity

scanning approach while still maintaining its modular structure. It does so by

combining features of both activity scanning and event scheduling. Events and

activities are the two basic building blocks of this approach. However, events

are Iabeled as activities of duration zero.

As a result, activities are classified as either phase 2 activities or phase 3

activities. Phase 2 activities are strictly time dependent with duration zero.

Phase 3 activities are conditional or co-operative activities that represent state

changes dependent upon the satisfaction of specific conditions.

The logic of the three phase approach is illustrated in Figure 9. Like the activity

scanning approach, phase 1 is the time scan. However with this approach, the

variable increment time flow mechanism is used. As a result, the clock is

always updated to the time of the most imminent phase 2 activity. Phase 2

involves the scan of phase 2 activities, determining which activities have
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occurrence times equal to the value of the clock, and firing those activities.

Phase 3 is conducted in identical fashion to phase 2 of the activity scanning

approach, where the conditional activities are repeatedly scanned until all fail to

fire. Note that simulation initialization, termination, and output are conducted in

a fashion identical to that of the activity scanning approach. These modifications

to the activity scanning approach make the three phase approach much more

efficient with no loss of modularity.

lt should be noted that neither the activity scanning nor the three phased

approach are widely used in the United States, even though they are extremely

popular in Europe [54]. The reason for this may be that during the late 60s and

early 70s, when discrete event simulation was growing in popularity as an

analysis tool, computer processing time was at a premium. Thus only the most

efficient frameworks with respect to computer time were pursued. This has lead

to the comercial popularity of general purpose languages such as SLAM ll and

SIMAN, which utilize the world view described next.

2.1.1.3 Process lntsractlon Wgrlg View

Using the process interaction world view, a modeler describes the life cycle of

an object which moves through and interacts with processes of the system

under study. Object and process descriptions constitute the main body of this

approach.
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Objects are classiüed as either static or dynamic. A static object is one which

does not Iogicaily move. It can have many attributes, but at the minimum it must

have an identifier. A dynamic object is one which comes into the model,

Iogicaily moves through some processes, and leaves the model. It too can

have many attributes, but at the minimum, it must have attributes for

identification, move time, current location, next location, and priority level.

In the example simulation, the robot, machine tool, and buffers are considered

static objects while the parts flowing through the system are considered

dynamic objects. Note how nicely this framework fits into the queuing network

conceptualization of manufacturing systems. This is one of the primary reasons

why it is so widely used to model manufacturing systems.

Processes are strings of events and/or activities. In the process interaction

approach, processes are represented by current objects Iist(s). During

simulation, dynamic objects travel through these current objects lists, firing off

the functions associated with the activities and events.

Along with the current objects lists, there is also a single future objects list.

This list is used to track future move times in the same fashion as the event list

tracks future events in the event scheduling approach.

Figure 10 shows the logic behind the process interaction world view. There are

four phases of simulation logic: initialization, clock update, process scan, and

output. During the initialization phase, system and static object attributes are

given values, and dynamic objects are created, initialized, and placed on the
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future objects list in increasing order of move times. In the example simulation,

these dynamic objects relate to the parts scheduled to arrive at buffer 1.

During the clock update phase, the clock is updated to the move time of the

object on top of the future objects list. All dynamic objects in the future objects

list which have move times equal to the value of the updated clock are placed

on one of the current objects lists and queued in order of prlority. Where the

objects are placed is dependent upon their next location attribute. Once

moved, their move time attribute takes on a value of "As soon as possible."

Once all possible dynamic object moves from the future objects list to the

current objects lists have taken place, the simulation goes into the process scan

phase. In this phase, each dynamic object is moved one by one through as

many processes (current objects lists) as possible. Each move through an

activity or event in a process results in the firing of the function associated with

that activity or event. Once a dynamic object is set in motion, only one of the

following can stop it:

1. the object faces an unsatistied condition,

2. the object is deliberately delayed,

3. the object dies or leaves the system, or

4. the object is deliberately stopped for some reason.

Note that when an object is delayed, its next location is assigned the ldentifier of

the subsequent activity or process, its move time is assigned the value of the
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clock plus the delay time, and it is removed from a current objects list and

merged into the future objects list.

The current objects lists are repeatedly scanned until no object moves are

possible. At this time, the simulation goes back into the clock update phase.

The need for repeated scans is due to dependencies among activities and

events in the current objects lists. Simulation continues between these two

phases until the conditions for termination are met. At this time the simulation

transfers data to an output medium.

The process interaction world view provides an excellent technique for creating

fast executing models, which are more modular than those created with the

event scheduling world view. Modularity is gained by the reduction of the

dependencies among event functions while speed is lost in some

circumstances due to the introduction of a scan phase. However the process

interaction world view still restricts modularity due to the physical links which

must exist between and within current object lists. As a result, it does not

provide the same degree of modularity as either the activty scanning or the

three phase approaches.

2.1.1.4 Disgrsts Event System Spsslfisatign Wgrlg View

The discrete event system specification world view, DEVS, was introduced by

Zeigler and Concepcion between 1986 and 1987 [12,55,56]. lt was designed
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to take advantage ot the object oriented programming paradigm. To provide a

better explanation of the structure of DEVS, the characteristics of object

oriented programming are discussed first.

2.1.1.4.9 Qblegt Qriented Prggrgmming

Object oriented programming [39] is based on the concepts of classes,

processes, and message passing. A class describes a set of instance

variables, all potentially of different data types (integers, floating point, etc), a

set of methods which operate on those variables, a set of class variables which

act as global variables to all objects of this class type, and a pointer to a super-

class. This is illustrated symbolically in Figure 11.

A class can be established relative to another class. In Figure 12, class A is a

super-class of classes B, C, and D. Class C is a super-class of class D.

Classes B, C, and D are all sub-classes of class A. Being a sub-class permits

inheritance of all of the class variables and methods of a super—cIass.

An object (not to be confused with the definition given in section 2.1.1) is an

instance of a class. As a result of being an instance, an object is allocated

memory for storage of instance variables (those of its class and all sub-classes)

and is given access to the methods of its class, sub-classes, and super·cIasses.
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A process is a segment of executable code residing in RAM (random access

memory) of a computer. In a single process system, there may be many

processes residing in RAM memory at a time, but the computer CPU (central

processing unit) will only execute these processes one at a time. ln a multi-

processing system, multiple processes may also exist in computer memory, but

unlike the single process system, the CPU executes them some what

simultaneously by alternating between the processes and executing small

portions. ln a parallel processing system, multiple CPUs execute multiple

processes residing computer memory. To be truly parallel, the processes

must all work together to perform some common function.

Object oriented programming utilizes processes in single process mode.

Objects are implemented through independent processes, which conceptually

execute simultaneously. The processes communicate with one another

through message passing. When an object passes a message to another

object, it is requesting that object to manipulate its data with its methods. This

is illustrated in Figure 13.

To summarize, the execution of an object oriented program involves a set ol

independent processes working together to perform some function.
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2.1.1.4.1 DEV§ World View

The major characteristic of DEVS is that it permits the hierarchical, modular

construction of discrete event simulation models. The following description

refersto Figure 14.

Consider two separate models, A and B. These models are called atomic

models and each represents some sub-system within a system. Each atomic

model can be considered as an independent entity which communicates with its

environment through its set of input/output ports. During execution, an

atomic model monitors its input ports, simulates activities that relate to its sub-

system, and provides values to its output ports. By coupling the input ports of

B to the output ports of A (and/or possibly vice versa), both models can now

work together to simulate their respective sub-systems. This type of coupling is

called internal coupling.

Now suppose that it is desired to create a new model, AB, from the coupling of

models A and B. By coupling the input ports of AB to the input ports of A and B

(external input coupling) and the output ports of A and B to the output ports

of AB (external output coupling), a completely new model is created which

now represents the combined sub-systems of A and B, and which enjoys the

same basic frame-work. Such a model is called a coupled model.

This scenario can be repeated with coupled models being created from the

combining of other coupled models (see Figure 15). Zeigler calls this process

"hierarchical construction."
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While the DEVS framework can be implemented with a general purpose

language, its structure is very conducive for implementation with an object

oriented programming language. Atomic models are readily implemented

through the use of objects. Coupled models are readily implemented through

objects, whose classes are the super-classes of atomic objects. Finally,

communication via input/output ports is handled very nicely through message

passing.

DEVS has many advantages over the other world views discussed so far. Due

to its unique structure, DEVS provides an extremely modular approach to

model construction. In addition, due to its distributed nature, DEVS also

provides a basis for parallel simulation. Parallel simulation utilizes multiple

CPUs executing multiple processes to speed up the execution of a simulation

model. This concept has been demonstrated by Concepcion and Schon [11]

with their implementation of SAM (Specifier and Analyzer Module), a software

environment which aids modelers in the creation of parallel executing, DEVS

structured simulation models.

2.2 Qgntingous Simulation

Continuous simulation models are used to represent the continuously changing

behavior of systems over the passage of time. The following describes how

they are applied to manufacturing system analysis and dlscusses their

mechanics.
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2.2.Q Appllggglgns in Manufgggurlng Sysjgm Angly_sls

Continuous simulation models in their basic form are used to analyze a large

range of electrical, mechanical, and fluid systems within manufacturing facilities.

An example is the analysis of the kinematics and dynamics of industrial

machines [10].

ln modified form, continuous simulation models are used extensively to analyze

the kinematic or dynamic behavior of intelligent industrial machines such as

robots and CNC (Computer Numerical Control) machine tools within

manufacturing work cells [14,23,26]. These models are used primarily for cycle

time analysis and the computation of torques, link velocities, and link

accelerations.

ln many cases these same models are integrated with geometric modeling

techniques to capture geometric information as well. This geometric

information is used to layout work cells and to detect collisions between

machines and other elements within work cells [18]. Wang [51] has utilized

these types of models to compute the forces between a cutter (connected to a

kinematic model of an CNC machine tool) and a work piece.

As a result of its extensive use in manufacturing system analysis, many

specialized continuous simulation environments have been developed for

manufacturing applications. The main applications fall into robotic work cell

analysis environments. Examples include IGHIP [34], Hobot-Sim [20], HPS

[28], HOBOSIM [17], and HOBOTICS [45].
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2.2.1 Qentingogs Simulation Meehanice

Continuous simulation models can be implemented in a number of frameworks.

However, a review of the literature suggests that the two most prevalent types

can be classitied as either basic or modified. As the name implies, the

modified form is a modification of the basic form. These world views are

described below.

2.2.1.9 Beelc Werlg View

Under the basic world view, system and/or object attributes are modeled as

mathematical functions of continuous variables. At least one of these variables

is time. The others are either system and/or object attributes. The

mathematical relationships are set up as either difference or differential

equations [42].

The logic of the basic world view is illustrated in Figure 16. Initialization results

in the assignment of values to both system and object attributes as well as

initialization of the clock, typically to zero. During the time scan phase, the

clock is incremented by a fixed increment.

During the function scan phase, attributes are updated by firing all of the

attribute description functions. This tiring may require the use of numerical

integration techniques for equations in differential form. The time and function
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scan phases are repeated until some termination condition is met. This

condition is usually the clock exceeding a time limit. Output from the simulation

takes place either during the execution of the simulation or upon its termination.

Due to its highly function oriented structure, the basic world view produces

highly modular, efficient simulation models. However many manufacturing

systems (intelligent machines in particular) exhibit behavior which is both

continuous and event oriented. For these systems, the basic world view is

inadequate.

2.2.1.1 Modified World View

The modified world view is utilized to represent systems which exhibit both

continuous and event oriented behavior. Under the modified world view, a third

phase is added to the basic format. This is illustrated in Figure 17. This third

phase is an activity scan. During this phase, if the proper conditions are met,

an activity fires, resulting in some combination of the following:

1. the update of attributes,

2. the changing of parameters in attribute description functions, and/or

3. the activation or deactivation of attribute description functions.

Like the activity scanning or three phase world views, the activity scan is

repeated until all activities fail to fire. The time, function, and activity scan
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phases are repeated until termination conditions are met. Output is handled in

identical fashion as the basic world view.

A simulation of an intelligent machine normally utilizes this world view [23], since

the sequential execution of a machine program, which is an event based

procedure, results in the alteration of machine trajectory at discrete points in

time. ln a common implementation, simulated execution of a machine program

takes place in the activity scan phase, while the simulated motion of the

machine joints and links occurs in the function scan phase.

Models created using the modified world view are very modular and efficient.

Note how closely this world view mimics the three phase world view used in

discrete event simulation. In fact, the only difference between the two are the

actions of the second phases. As a preview to chapter 4, it should be noted

that the framework developed in this dissertation is a hybrid of the three phase

approach, DEVS, and the modified continuous simulation framework.

The modified world view just presented is not the only method used to combine

attribute description functions with activities or events. Pritsker [42] and

Pegden [41] both descrlbe a method of integrating the basic world view with the

event scheduling world view.
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2.3 geometric Modeling

Geometric models are data objects which describe the geometry of an object in

space. Their common use with respect to the simulation of manufacturing

systems has been previously described. The remainder of this section will

discuss the mechanics behind geometric modeling. The following discussion is

taken from Mortenson [36].

The most widely used geometric objects are points, curves, surface patches,

and solids. Points are usually represented by coordinates in three dimensional

space.

Curves are ordinarily represented parametrically. That is, the coordinates of

points that lie on the curve are functions of a separate variable as opposed to

an axis coordinate. The number of degrees of freedom needed to define a

curve in space is a function of the continuity of the curve.

Surface patches are usually parametric with respect to two variables. Points

Iying on a surface patch are considered to be the intersection of two parametric

curves. Like the curve, the number of degrees of freedom required to define a

patch is a function of its continuity.

Solids are usually represented in one of two fashions. The first is an analogous

mathematical representation as described above. Unfortunately, these

representations are limited, since they can only represent solids with no holes,

and because they are difficult to alter other than parametrically. Thus, they
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provide a descriptively weak representation. The more common practice is to

use solids models.

A solids model represents three dimensionai objects by defining all of the

topological relationships between the bounding vertices, edges, and surfaces of

the object. For example, a cube is defined by its 8 vertices, 12 edges, and 6

faces. This is illustrated in Figure 18. lt should be noted that all of the

boundaries are described mathematically.

A point in space is considered to be either inside of an object, outside of an

object, or on the boundary of an object. To determine the status of a point in

space with respect to an object, topological tests are applied to the point and

the defining boundaries of the object.

Solids models are typically created and altered through the use of Boolean

operations applied to their boundaries and the boundaries of other objects.

During these operations, boundaries are created, destroyed, and modified.

This is illustrated in Figure 19, where object B is subtracted from object A.

Boolean operations include the determination of intersections or unions,

subtractions, and additions. The determination of intersections between solids

models is the method used for collision detection described in section 2.0.

Note that the complexity of the boolean operations applied to solids models

increases dramatically as the complexity of the representative geometric objects

increases.
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Geometric models are incorporated into simulation models through the

treatment of boundary parameters as object attributes. Thus during the

execution of a simulation model, the parameters associated with geometric

objects change discretely or continuously with the passage of simulated time.

Boolean operations on the other hand are not time dependent, but instead are

treated as activities. Thus in the kinematic/geometric simulation (utilizing the

modified world view discussed in section 2.2.1.1) of a robotic work cell, collision

detection is conducted during the activity scan phase.

2.4 Graphical Animation

Graphical animation has gained wide popularity [38] as a complement to the

numeric output of discrete event and continuous simulations. This popularity

stems from the ability of visual information to enhance the understanding of the

dynamics of an executing simulation [21,24,37].

Graphical animation is the result of the dynamic manipulation of graphics

models. Graphics models are data objects which contain information needed to

render an image on a video display. Today, most graphics modeling is applied

to raster technology.

Graphics models are considered to be either two dimensional or three

dimensional. Two dimensional models are based on the concept of a two
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dimensional world coordinate system from which there is only a normal

viewing perspective. This is best illustrated in Figure 20.

Two dimensional objects are created in the world coordinate system and

transformed to a normalized coordinate plane. In reality, there can be many

separate world coordinate systems, all of which are transformed to a

normalized plane. The objects on the normalized plane are subsequently

transformed to the memory associated with a video display. Two dimensional

models contain this coordinate and transformation data.

With respect to manufacturing simulation, two dimensional graphical animation

is typically used in combination with discrete event models to represent

resources and parts in a queueing network representation. An example of a

snap shot of such a representation can be seen in Figure 2.

ln the process interaction framework, update of the graphics models is

conducted at the end of the process scan phase. In the event scheduling

approach, manipulation of the graphics models must occur near the end of

event executions. Note that in both cases, real time graphical animation is

assumed. ln many cases, the output from completed simulations are fed to

postprocessors, which then produce a graphical animation.

Three dimensional graphics models are based on a three dimensional world

coordinate system and a variable viewing perspective. This is best illustrated in

Figure 21. Three dimensional objects are defined in a world coordinate system.

Their image is projected along a viewing vector to a normalized viewing plane.
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Like two dimensional models, there are usually many world coordinate systems,

all of which project on to a normalized viewing plane. Similarly, the projections

on the viewing plane are transformed to the video display.

The representation of surfaces of three dimensional objects can be done with

either wire frame (see Figure 21) or shaded images. Shading involves the use

of mathematical algorithms to simulate the visual image humans see when light

reflects from a surface. Modeling involves computing the reflective intensity of

light (from a point source) reflecting from a modeled surface. This reflective

intensity is typically a function of the intensity of the light striking the surface as

well as the textual characteristics of the surface being displayed.

With respect to manufacturing system simulation, three dimensional graphical

animation is commonly used by robotic simulation environments to provide a

visual representation of work cell geometry, and to high light collisions between

objects [34]. Update of graphics models occurs during the activity scan phase.

2.5 Automatic Qgmpgtgr Mgdgl Qeneratign

A review of the literature suggests that with respect to computer modeling and

manufacturing system analysis, problems with modularity have been confined

to the implementation of discrete event simulation models. As was mentioned

in section 2.0.1.4, the vast majority of these models utilize either the process
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interaction or event scheduling world views, both of which are extremely non-

modular.
l

Historically, the approach taken by researchers to overcome this problem has

been the development of automatic model generation software based on either

the event scheduling or process interaction world views. This is opposed to the

utilization or development of more modular simulation frameworks. The reason

for the phenomenon is not apparent.

An automatic computer model generator [7] is "an interactive software tool that

translates the logic of a model described in relatively general symbolism into the

code of a simulation language, general purpose language, or machine

language." Its purpose is to relieve a modeler of much of the effort required to

create a computer simulation model, much in the same way that a general

purpose simulation language does, but only to a much greater extent.

The historical development of automatic model generation has not been

directed at solving the problem of modularity, but rather transferring the burden

of model creation from a modeler to a software tool. As a result, model ·

alteration performed by an automatic model generator requires the same

amount of model code restructuring (if not more) as a manual approach. The

only difference is that with the automatic approach, the modeler is spared the

details. Note that in many instances, manual alteration of models can be

performed much faster than automatic alteration.
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Automatic computer model generators are domain specific, which means they

are limited to the description of a particular class of systems, such as flexible

manufacturing systems, job shops, etc. A model generator can not be used to

create models outside of its description domain. Increasing the domain of a

model generator requires alteration of the generator itself. The effort required to

do this is dependent upon the modularity of the generator code and/or the

modularity of the model framework upon which it is based.

A paradigm of an automatic model generator is presented in Figure 22. A

generator consists of two modules, a front end dialog module and a code

generation module. The function of a dialog module is to acquire and translate

a model specification. The method in which it acquires a specification varies.

Some accept a texlual source program, others allow a modeler to interactively

specify a model through the manipulation of graphical icons, and still others

allow a modeler to interactively specify a model through natural language

constructs. The function of the code generation module is to accept a

translated specification and to generate a computer model. Methods of

generation vary. Some attempt to link together existing segments of model

code while others take a "start from scratch" approach. Information on the

mechanics of program generation can be found in Balzer [7].

Examples of manufacturing specific, automatic model generators include those

developed by Haddock [25], Medeiros and Sadowski [32], and Ford, Schroer,

and Daughtrey [19].
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Haddock’s system was designed for the representation of flexible

manufacturing systems. Its dialog module accepts a textual source program

utilizing generator specific symbols. Its code generation module produces a

simulation model written in the SIMAN programming language.

Medeiros and Sadowski’s system was designed for the representation of simple

robotic work cells. Its dialog module allows users to specify a simulation model

through graphical icons. Its code generation module creates code by

modifying and merging pre-existing textual source programs written in the

QGERT programming language.

Ford, Schroer, and Daughtreys’ system was designed for flexible manufacturing

systems. Its dialog module utilizes an interactive natural language interface. Its

code generation model produces a simulation model written in the SIMAN

programming language.

2.6 Simulation Framewerke Develogeg fer Mgltf-level Design

Three simulation frameworks have been reported in the literature which have

been described in correspondence with some form of multi-level manufacturing

system design process. These frameworks are the ones developed by the

United States Air Force under the ICAM project [30,49,509], Antonelli, Volz, and

Mudge [2], and lmam, Davis, and Fougere [27].
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The U. S. Air Force sponsored the ICAM project in the early 1980s in order to

develop manufacturing system design methodologies which would facilitate the

rapid and flexible manufacture of aircraft and avionics. The IDEF methodology

was born from this project. IDEF consists of three phases, IDEFO, lDEF1, and

IDEF2. IDEFO provides a methodology for the modular, multi-level functional

design of manufacturing systems. IDEF1 provides the same methodology for

information flow within manufacturing systems. IDEF2, which is a discrete event

simulation methodology, was designed for the analysis of IDEF0 and IDEF1

designs.

The intent of IDEF2 was not the development of a general purpose simulation

framework. instead it involved the adaptation of existing discrete event

simulation techniques to the IDEF methodology. The discrete event simulation

framework chosen was process interaction. To be even more specific, SLAM

[42] network constructs were chosen to represent IDEF entities.

Antonelli, Volz, and Mudge developed a discrete event simulation framework

capable of supporting a multi—level, functional design methodology of their own

creation. Their framework was based on the integration of the event scheduling

world view with the ADA programming language. ln particular, they were

interested in utilizing the object oriented programming characteristics of ADA to

support the concept of a distributed simulation, much in the same fashion as

Concepcion and Schon [11]. No emphasis was placed on the modular

construction of models however, nor the possible extension of the framework to

include languages other than ADA or modeling techniques other than event

scheduling.
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Imam, Davis, Fougere described the need to integrate discrete event simulation

for the analysis of initial designs of manufacturing systems and continuous

simulation for the analysis of more detailed designs. They discussed their intent

to create a software environment which provided either technique on a separate

basis. The concept of a generalized simulation framework was not discussed,

nor the need for modular model construction.

2.6 §gmma;y

The computer modeling techniques commonly applied to manufacturing

system analysis are quite varied in terms of applications and mechanics. To

_ fully support the modular design process described in section 1.4, a simulation

framework must encompass all of these techniques as well as support the

modular construction of simulation models. Historically, automatic model

generation has been used in part to overcome the inadequacies of conventional

simulation frameworks. In addition, limited efforts have been made to adapt

discrete event simulation techniques to multi-level functional designs of

manufacturing systems. However in general, no simulation frameworks have

been developed which can support the modular construction of multi-level

simulation models of manufacturing systems. The intent of this research is to

develop such a framework. The next chapter discusses the methodology used

to develop this framework.

l



3 METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction

Chapter 1 discussed the need for the development of a simulation framework

which can support the modular, multi-level design of manufacturing systems. In

general, this framework needs to support the modular construction of uni-level

and multi-level simulation models. This chapter discusses the methodology

used to create this framework.

The topics discussed are: the development of a new simulation framework as a

solution to the research problem as opposed to automatic model generation

using conventional frameworks, the required characteristics of the framework,

the test bed approach used to develop the framework, the hardware, software,

and design requirements, and finally the procedure used to demonstrate the

framework.

72
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3.1 Framework Vgrsus Autgmgtig Mgggl Qgngrgtlgn

Historically automatic model generation has been used in part to overcome the

lack of modularity of conventional simulation frameworks, and thus presents

itself as a logical solution alternative to the development of a new simulation

framework. However the Iatter approach has been chosen because of its

generality and its ability to serve as a basis for efficient, expandable model

generators in the future.

With respect to generality and their common use in manufacturing system

simulation, automatic model generators are limited to the description and

specification of a limited set of manufacturing systems, and create output which

is limited to a set of target languages. Research into the use of automatic

model generation (utilizing conventional simulation frameworks) as a solution to

the stated problem would entail the development of a prototype generator for a

specific system domain and the utilization of a specific target language, or the

development of a generalized approach for model generation.

The former approach is considered of limited value, since there is no guarantee

that the mechanics developed would be applicable to other system domains

and/or target languages. The Iatter approach, while being general in nature, is

considered to be extremely difficult due to the myriad of manufacturing system

configurations and available target languages.

The development of a new simulation framework on the other hand has the

advantage that it is neither domain specific, target language specific, or
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machine specific. lf properly designed, the framework should be applicable to

the simulation of any manufacturing system at any level of detail on any

machine.

ln many cases model alteration is faster through the manual alteration of

manually created models than alteration via automatic model generation. This

is due to the long execution time of many generators. For any given simulation,

the execution time of a generator is directly related to its efficiency.

Generator efficiency is defined as the average number of computer instructions

that are executed for the generation of a simulation model of a standard system.

Generator efficiency is directly related to at least two properties of its target

language. They are the applicability of its target language with respect to the

modeling task, and the modularity of the language.

Target languages (based on conventional frameworks) that are limited to

particular techniques or have limited sets of modeling constructs may not be

applicable for the modeling of particular systems, even when the systems are

within the domain of the generator. As a result, the task of model generation

becomes more complex, difficult, and demanding of computer time relative to

the generation of models in more applicable languages.

Likewise, target languages that are not modular make the task of model

generation more difficult since the ability of a generator to utilize exäing sub-

models is either limited or non-existent. ln the former case, greater generator

complexity is needed to resolve dependencies between sub-models and to glue
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sub-models together. In the Iatter case, generation involves the creation of a

totally new model. In both cases, greater amounts of execution time are

needed relative to the generation of models in more modular languages.

The development of a new simulation framework has the advantage that it not

only provides a solution to the research problem, but due to its generality and

modularity, should also serve to improve the efficiency of model generators in

the future.

The expandability of the domain of an automatic model generator is

dependent upon the modularity of its construction as well as the generality and

the modularity of its target language(s). As was just discussed, the

development of a new simulation framework promises to improve the generality

and modularity of future target languages. Thus it is assumed that it will also

promote the expandability of future model generators.

In conclusion, the development of a new simulation framework is considered to

be a superior solution to the research problem than the development of an

automatic model generation methodology based on conventional simulation

frameworks. This is due to the more general nature of the former approach and

the fact that it can serve as a basis for efficient, expandable model generators in

the future.
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3.2 Flgggirgg Qhgracteristigs gf the Simglgtlgn Frgmgwork

To support the modular construction of uni—level and multi-level simulation

models, the simulation framework developed in this research must exhibit a

large degree of generality and modularity. In an effort to make these

characteristics more tangible, this section discusses them in detail.

3.2.9 Generality

ln terms of generality, the simulation framework must be able to encompass all

of the computer modeling techniques applied to manufacturing system

simulation. Examples include discrete event simulation, continuous simulation,

and geometric modeling. A review of the literature suggests that this can be

accomplished if the framework is based on the execution of activity scans,

event functions, and attribute description functions, as well as the incorporation

both fixed increment and variable increment time flow mechanisms.

In addition, it is desired that the framework be applicable to multi-process

simulation as well as single process simulation. While multi-process capability

does not expand the domain of the framework, it is important none·the-less.

The execution time required for large scale simulations is enormous [55].

Parallel simulation shows great promise for reducing the execution time of large

scale models. Since many manufacturing system simulations can easily be

considered large scale, and because development of parallel processing
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technology is progressing at a rapid rate [1], it is believed that the new

framework should take advantage of parallelism within manufacturing system

simulation models.

Based on these requirements, it is believed that the simulation framework

should incorporate features of the three phase (discrete event simulation) and

modified (continuous simulation) world views, since together they meet all but

the multi-processing requirements discussed so far. Note that both world views

are essentially activity based, which plays an important role in the achievement

of framework modularity.

3.2.1 Modularig

With respect to modularity, the simulation framework should tend to maximize

code reusability so that a computer model can be created from a composition

of existing sub-models, and that its alteration is limited to the replacement of a

set of these sub·models. In addition, the framework should also permit the

stand-alone execution and validation of sub-models. The importance of this

concept was discussed in section 1.2. To obtain this level of modularity, the

simulation framework must not only be modular with respect to its mechanics,

but it must also take advantage of any potential modularity in the

conceptualization of a manufacturing system model.
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With respect to simulation mechanics, modularity ls easily obtained from the

hybridization of the three phase and modified world views, since both are

individually modular. Conquering the other modularity issue is not quite as

apparent, especially utilizing the model conceptualizations offered by

conventional simulation frameworks. However the DEVS framework utilizes a

model conceptualization which offers greater insight into solving this problem.

This conceptualization involves atomic models and internal coupling.

ln DEVS, an atomic model is considered a separate entity which simulates the

internal interactions of an object within a system. Internal interactions may be

conditional in the sense that they are triggered by changes in the model

environment, or time based in that they are triggered by the passage of time.

An atomic model senses change in its environment through communication via

input/output ports.

Separately, two atomic models can simultaneously simulate two independent

objects. However they would fall to properly simulate a system lf the two

objects were dependent upon one another, because interactions between the

objects are neglected. To overcome this, internal coupling is applied to the two

models. Coupling involves the transfer of values from the output ports of

atomic models to the input ports of other atomic models. To do this, the I/O

ports of various atomic models must be mapped together. In this fashion, an

entire system can be simulated by linking the inputs and outputs of individual

sub-system models.
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lf this coupling concept were to be expanded to include not only the mapping of

ports, but also the monitoring of the complete states of atomic models and the

simulation of the interactions between atomic models, a conceptualization very

analogous to the normal interactions within a manufacturing facility is created.

Neglecting the concept of input/output ports temporarily, resources within

manufacturing centers can be considered as separate entities which can

operate not only in stand alone fashion, but through interactions, whether

Iogical or physical, in a dependent fashion.

The term "resource" applies to any element, at any level of abstraction within a

manufacturing facility. Examples of resources could include an entire plant, a

work cell, a robot, a motor, even a resistor. lt does not matter, because all are

sub-systems which can act alone and in combination with others.

Note the terms internal interactions and external interactions. Internal

interactions represent the interactions that take place within resources while

external interactions represent the interactions between resources. This

concept is critical to the exploitation of new avenues of modularity within

manufacturing system simulation models and is the corner stone upon which

the new simulation framework is based.

An important side issue is the concept of input/output ports. While developed

by Zeigler to take advantage of message passing in the execution of object

oriented simulations, it is also very relevant to the operation of manufacturing

facilities. During normal activity, resources communicate with one another

through channels of communication in order to maintain synchronization. For a
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technician, these channels may be in the form of a standard operations sheet

handed down] from a foreman or the appearance of signal kanban. For a robot,

these channels may be in the form of binary or serial input/output ports, which

allow it to interlock with cell controllers, programmable controllers, or work cell

sensors.

Regardless of form, communication through channels is a large facet of

manufacturing system behavior. As a result of its applicability, the concept of

input/output ports is also included in the simulation framework.

As a final issue, the parallel processing requirement is addressed once again.

To create a truly parallel simulation model, individual processes must work

together to simulate an entire system. As was demonstrated by Concepcion

and Schon [11], the atomic model concept in conjunction with message

passing provides a basis for parallel simulation. As will be discussed in chapter

4, the new simulation framework uses the atomic model concept in combination

with shared memory to provide a different framework for parallel simulation.

3.3 Test Bgg Mgthgdology

A test bed methodology was used in the development of the simulation

framework. This methodology involved the application and testing of

framework concepts to the development of simulation models of a hypothetical

manufacturing system. ln general, the approach taken was to first develop

t
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three separate uni-level simulation models of the manufacturing system

followed by the development of an assortment of multi-level simulation models.

The simulation framework was developed using single process techniques in

order to keep the research tractable. However as will be discussed in chapter

4, the framework is generalized to both single process and multi-process

configurations. The implementation of the framework in a multi-process

configuration will be conducted as future research.

The remainder of this section describes the hypothetical manufacturing system

as well as the uni·leveI and multi-level simulation models used in this research.

3.3.0 Hypothetical Manufacturing §ystem

The hypothetical manufacturing system is shown in Figure 23 and consists of

two work cells separated by three pallets. Each work cell consists of a three

axis Cartesian robot and a three axis vertical milling machine. The role of the

work cells is to transform standard raw materials into two end products. Note

that three dimensional sketches of the manufacturing system components and

parts are provided in Appendix A.

Each pallet in the system has a capacity of two parts. Limit switches are placed

on each pallet to detect the presence of parts and to provide signals to the

robots.
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Raw materials enter the system by appearing at pallet 1. These entry materials

are considered to be type "0" parts. The robot in work cell 1 detects the

presence of the parts via the limit switches, picks up the first part, loads it onto

the machine tool, sends a signal to the machine tool to begin execution, waits

for a signal from the machine tool indicating task completion, unloads the part

from the machine tool, and transfers the part to pallet 2. lt then proceeds to go

through an identical sequence with the remaining part at pallet 1.

The robot and machine tool in work cell 2 begin a similar operational sequence

when the robot senses that two parts are present at pallet 2. The finished parts

are placed on pallet 3, where they are removed from the system in pairs. To

avoid the possibility of a collision between the robots at pallet 2, robot 1 only

initiates the loading of parts on the pallet when it is completely empty, while

robot 2 only initiates the unloading process when it senses that the pallet is

completely full.

The first part removed from pallet 1 is processed on machine tool 1 into a type

"1" part. This part is eventually transferred to machine tool 2, where it is

processed into a type "3" part. The second part removed from pallet 1 is

transformed by machine tool 1 into a type "2" part and then transformed by

machine tool 2 into a type "4" part. This cycle is repeated indefinitely.

3.3.1 Uni-level §lmulation Mgdgls

Three uni-level simulation models of the hypothetical manufacturing system

were chosen as the initial test bed for the development of the framework.
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These three levels were chosen to represent the computer modeling techniques

commonly used in manufacturing system analysis.

The level 1 representation, which is shown symbolically in Figure 24, utilizes

discrete event simulation and the queuing network analogy. Here the work cells

and limit switches are represented as servers, the pallets as storage, and the

parts as customers. A partial list of attributes for the simulation entities is

provided in TABLE 3.

The level 2 representation of the hypothetical manufacturing system utilizes the

same discrete event/queuing network analogy as the level 1 representation.

The only difference is that the work cells have been divided into their respective

components. This is shown in Figure 25.

The level 3 representation, utilizes continuous/geometric modeling techniques

to represent the kinematic/geometric behavior of the robots, machine tools,

pallets, and parts. The sensors are modeled in the same fashion as levels 1

and 2. A partial list of attributes for the simulation entities is presented in TABLE

4.

Solids models are used to represent the geometry of system components.

Boolean intersection, subtraction, and addition are used to model the cutting of

parts by the machine tools. A simpler process, collision detection, was not

implemented due to its potential to slow down the execution of the simulation

model.
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TABLE 3 Attributes for Levels 1 and 2 Uni·Level Simulation Models

Work Cell Busy/Idle Status

Robot Instructions

.................................................. lnstrugtlqn Pginter

Machme Symbolic Location

Current Number of WIP in System

Capacity

Current Number of WIP on Pallet

Symbolic Location

(wlp) Current Location

Current Part Type

Limit Switch WIP Detection Status

Symbolic Location
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TABLE 4 Attributes tor Level 3 Unl-Level Simulation Model

Enttttos Ai'll'lbuI8S

Robot Position ol Base Link

Position and Velocity of Joints

Position and Velocity of Links

Machine Tool Solids Models of Links

Instructions

Instruction Pointer

Current Number of WIP on Pallet

part (wtp) Position and Velocity

Solids Model of Part

Limit Switch WIP Detection Status

Symbollc Location
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Note that graphics models were not included in the research due to the lack of

graphics libraries. The construction of graphics libraries would have been

possible, but it would have not contributed much to the research, while

expanding the research effort considerably.

In general, the development process during this stage consisted of iteratively

changing and experimenting with the uni-level simulation models in order to:

1. determine the validity of the conceptual framework, and

2. improve the modularity and efficiency of the framework mechanics.

3.3.2. Multi-level Simulation Model;

Upon evaluation of the framework with respect to the uni-level simulation

models, further evaluation was conducted on 22 different multi-level simulation

models. These models represented all of the possible combinations of the work

cell, robot, and machine tool models established in the uni-level simulations. A

complete component summary for each of these models is presented in

Appendix D.

Framework evaluation was conducted in a fashion similar to the previous stage.

As it turned out, the complete development of the framework required three

iterations of the combined stages.
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3.4 Hardwara, Sgftware, and Daaign Reggirgmanta

To conduct the research, a number of prerequisites had to be satisfied. They

were the selection ot computer resources, the selection of computer software,

the creation of a library of geometric modeling routines, and the design of the

hypothetical manufacturing system. This section discusses these topics in

detail.

3.4.0 Hardware Selection

The computer selected to conduct this research was an AT&T 7300 UNIX PC.

This computer was used because it was the only type of machine in the

manufacturing system Iaboratories (outside of the network server) which ran

the multi-tasking operating system, UNIX. At the time of selection this was

important, because the original intent of this research was to develop the

framework using multiple processes. While this expectation was not met, the

UNIX PC still served its purpose well.

3.4.1 Software Selection

The software used to conduct this research was a C language compiler. This

software was selected because it was the only compiler available on the UNIX
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PC. Fortunately, C is a powerlul, pointer based, general purpose programming

language which permitted the rapid construction of simulation code.

3.4.2 Qggmetric Modeling Routine;

The level 3 uni-level simulation model of the hypothetical manufacturing system

requires the use of solids models and Boolean routines. No such routines were

available for the UNIX PC in terms of source code. Thus it was necessary to

develop solids model data structures and a library of solids modeling routines.

The routines and data structures created revolved around the modeling and

manipulation ot geometric objects that are the Boolean composition of cubes.

The solids model data structures are based on both constructive geometry and

boundary representation schemes [35]. The Boolean routines are limited to the

intersection, subtraction, and addition of cublc objects.

As a result of the limited capability of the geometric routines, the geometry of all

components within the hypothetical manufacturing system are based on simple

cublc objects, including cutting tools. ln all, the development of these routines

required two months of work, and resulted in approximately 8000 lines of C

code.
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3.4.3 Design gf the Hypothetigal Manufacturing ßygtem

The design of the hypothetical manufacturing system was a prerequisite for the

development of the uni-level simulation models. The design attempted to

incorporate machines and sensors that are commonly found in automated,

discrete parts manufacturing systems as well as the manufacturing system

Iaboratories, namely robots, machine tools, and limit switches. The design was

limited to the use of intelligent machines since there was no reason to believe

that the use of non-intelligent machines would have any bearing on the

research. The design did not incorporate human technicians due to the

complexity of modeling humans at the kinematic/geometric level.

In general, this effort required:

1. the design of the geometry and kinematics of the robots, machine tools,

pallets, and WIP,

2. the geometric layout of the work cells,

3. the process planning and sequencing of WIP,

4. the design of the overall control and synchronization strategy for the work

cells,

5. the creation of simulated controllers for the robots, and machine tools,

and

6. the creation of instructions for the robots and machine tools.
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3.§ fiimglgtlgn Framework Demonstration

Demonstration of the framework is based on the execution of the test bed uni-

level and multi-Ievel simulation models through the use of an interactive model

demonstration environment. The goals of the demonstration are to illustratec

1. the concept of multi-level simulation,

2. the concept ot internal and external interactions, and

3. the modular construction of uni-level and multi-level simulation models.

The environment allows a user to select a model through the use of a menu.

Upon selection, the environment graphically presents icons representing the

sub—models upon which the model is based. By examining the structures of a

number of different models, the user should get a strong idea of the modularity

ol the framework.

Once a user has viewed the structure of a model, the environment executes the

model, allowing the user to control the simulation by setting time limits and

reading state variables. To facilitate the user’s understanding of the executing

model, a limited form of graphical animation is incorporated. Through this

method, the user should gain confidence in the validity of the model as well as a

further understanding of multi-level simulation and internal and external

interactions,
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3.5 §gmmgg

The methodology used for the development of the simulation framework has

been discussed. Topics that have been covered include:

1. the benefits of developing a new simulation framework as opposed to the

development of a generalized methodology for automatic model

generation utilizing conventional frameworks,

2. requirements of framework generality and modularity,

3. the need for exploitation of internal and external interactions,

4. the prerequisites of computer selection, software selection, geometric

modeling routine library creation, and hypothetical system design, and

5. the development of a software environment for the demonstration of the

simulation framework.

The next chapter provides a detailed description of the simulation framework

developed in this research.



4 SIMULATION FRAME WORK

4.0 Introduction

The simulation frame work developed in this dissertation is entitled, "GlBSS," for

Generalized Interaction Based Simulation Specification. GIBSS is

generalized with respect to manufacturing system simulation due to its

utilization of activity scans, event functions, attribute description functions, and

both fixed and variable increment time flow mechanisms. GIBSS provides for

the modular construction of uni-level and multi-level simulation models through

its specification of how these models can be divided into sub—modeIs, each of

which can be created, executed and validated independently, and then linked

together to form composite models. The use of independent sub-models also

permits GIBSS to exploit parallelism within manufacturing system simulation

models. This chapter discusses GIBSS, its mechanics, and how it is

implemented in single process and multi-process configurations.

95
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4.1 §lB§§ Fundamentals

Under GIBSS, a simulation model of a manufacturing system consists of three

types of sub-models: passive sub-models, Internal Interaction sub-models,

and external Interaction sub-models. Each type of sub-model has a role in

the complete representation of a manufacturing system as well as a unique set

of properties.

Passive sub-models are data structures which represent elements within a

manufacturing system, which within the scope of a simulation, do not exhibit

behavior that is describable through the use of activities, events, or attribute

description functions. For example, consider the kinematic/geometric

simulation of the hypothetical manufacturing system discussed in chapter 3. A

part flowing through the system could be represented with a passive sub-model

because its kinematic/geometric behavior is strictly dependent upon the

actions of robots and machine tools.

Passive sub-models have two unique properties: passiveness and a dynamic

attribute structure. Passiveness relates to the inability of the sub-models to alter

their own attributes or the attributes of other sub-models during simulation

execution. A dynamic attribute structure permits passive sub-models to have

their attribute sets (thus their descriptive power) expanded or contracted by

other sub-models during simulation execution.

Passive sub-models are further classitied as dynamic or static. Dynamic

passive sub-models represent entities such as work-in-progress which exist
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temporarily in a manufacturing system during a time of study. Static passive

sub—modeIs represent entities which remain within a manufacturing system

during a time of study. Examples include platforms, tools, racks, and tables.

Internal interaction sub-models are objects (refer to the object oriented

programming discussion in section 2.1.1.4.0) which represent the interactions

within elements of a manufacturing system, which within the scope of a

simulation, exhibit behavior that is describable through the use of events,

activities, or attribute description functions. In the example simulation, the

robots and machine tools could be modeled with internal interaction sub-

models because their representation requires the scanning of activities and the

firing of attribute description functions.

The unique property of internal interaction sub-models is their ability to change

their own attributes, but not the attributes of others. Thus during the execution

of the example simulation, an internal interaction sub-model representing robot

1 simulates the joint and link movements of the robot through the passage of

time, but is unable to effect the joint and link attributes of the internal interaction

sub-models representing robot 2 and the machine tools or the passive sub-

models representing the parts.

The decision whether to represent an element of a manufacturing system with

an internal interaction sub-model versus a passive sub-model is dependent

upon the scope of the simulation. For example, if the example simulation were

to include the thermal behavior of all system entities, then the parts would have

to be represented with internal interaction sub-models rather than passive sub-
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models since attribute description functions are required to represent this

behavior.

External interaction sub-models are objects which represent the interactions

between elements within a manufacturing system. These interactions must

exhibit behavior which is describable through the use of events, activities, or

attribute description functions. The unique property of external interaction sub-

models is their ability to change not only their own attributes during simulation

execution but also the attributes of internal interaction sub-models and passive

sub-models. In addition, they have the ability to create or destroy passive sub-

models and internal interaction sub-models.

External interaction sub-models are the cornerstone of GIBSS. Their use is

paramount to the modular construction of uni-level and multi-level simulation

models. Why this is so is demonstrated by both analogy and example.

When using GIBSS, the construction of a manufacturing system simulation

model is like the construction a model car. Internal interaction sub-models and

passive sub-models are like pre-made parts. In the case of a uni-level

simulation model, the parts come from one model kit and naturally fit together.

Construction of the model involves the application of glue on mating part

surfaces and the assembly of the parts. External interaction sub-models are the

glue that binds internal interaction and passive sub-models.

ln the case of a multi-level simulation model, internal interaction and passive

sub-models are like leftover parts from various kits. Construction of a model
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car from these parts involves alteration of the mating surfaces (but not the parts

in general) as well as the application of glue. In the case of multi·level

simulation models, external interaction sub-models serve as both surface

alteration and glue.

As an example, consider the simulation of a work cell which consists of a robot

and a machine tool. During execution, the robot Ioads a part onto the machine

tool, waits for the machine tool to finish processing, and then unloads the part.

A uni-level, discrete event representation of this system is presented in Figure

26. For reference, this simulation is classified as level 1. The robot and

machine tool are represented with internal interaction sub-models. These sub-

models each have one attribute, their busy/idle status. The robot sub-model

simulates four activities:

1. the release of the part to the machine tool,

2. the transmission of a "start cycle" signal to the machine tool,

3. the wait for a "cycle finished" signal from the machine tool, and

4. the removal of the part from the machine tool.

The machine tool sub-model simulates three activities:

1. the wait for a "start cycle" signal from the robot,

2. the machining of the part, and

3. the transmission of a "cycle finished" signal to the robot.
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- Sub-Model 6
Part Cut
Level 1

Sub-Model 2
Machlne Tool
Level 1

Sub·ModeI 3
Part
Level 1

Sub—Model 1
ROBOT
Level 1

Sub-Model 5 Sub-Model 4
Part Grasp Part Release
Level 1/1 Level 1/1

Figure 26 Level 1 Unl-Level Slmulatlon Model
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The part is represented with a passive sub-model. This sub-model has only

one attribute, a part type identitier. Before processing, it has part type After

processing it has part

typeAssociatedwith the robot, are two external interaction sub-models. Sub-model

4 monitors the beginning and completion ot robot activity 1. When this activity

ends, sub-model 4 transfers possession of the part sub-model from the robot

sub-model to the machine tool sub-model. Likewise sub-model 5 is responsible

for monitoring robot activity 4 and the transfer ot possession of the part sub-

model back to the robot sub-model.

Sub-model 6 is associated with the machine tool and monitors machine tool

activity 2. When this activity ends, it changes the type identifier of the part from

IIAII IIB.II

The lines drawn from the internal interaction sub-models to the external

interaction sub-models indicate that the latter are dependent upon the initial

execution of the former. To assemble the uni-level simulation sub-model from

these sub-models, a modeler need only specify the internal interaction, external

interaction and passive sub-models to be used and identity their dependencies.

Now lets consider another uni-level representation ot the system, a

kinematic/geometric model (see Figure 27). This model is considered a level 2

representation.
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~ ub·Model 1 3 Sub-Model 12
Part Cut Part Transport
Level 2 Level 2 V

Sub-Model 8
Machlne Tool
Level 2

Sub-Model 3
Part
Level 2

- Sub-Model 9del 7 Part Transport

Level 2 L°"°| 2

Sub-Model‘11 Sub-Model 10
Part Grasp Part Release
Level 2/2 Level 2/2

Figure 27 Level 2 Unl-Level Slmulatlon Model
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The robot and machine tool are again represented with internal interaction sub-

models. The robot sub-model simulates the execution of a robot program and

the subsequent actions of the robot manipulator. Kinematic attributes of the

robot include the positions and veloclties of the robot joints and links.

Geometric attributes include the solids models of the links. Logical attributes

include the robot program and its instruction pointer.

The simulated execution of the program involves the scanning of the following

activities:

1. the transport of the pan to the machine tool,

2. the release of the pan from the gripper,

3. the movement of the manipulator away from the machine tool,

4. the transmission of a "stan cycle" signal to the machine tool,

5. the wait for a "cycle finished" signal from the machine tool,

6. the movement of the manipulator back to the machine tool,

7. the grasping of the pan by the gripper, and

8. the transpon of the pan away from the machine tool.

Movement of the robot manipulator is simulated through the firing of joint and

link kinematic description functions over the passage of simulated time in

conjunction with the scanning of the activities listed above.

The machine tool sub-model performs in a similar fashion. Machine tool

program execution ls simulated through the scanning of the following activities:
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1. the wait for a "start cycle" signal from the robot.

2. the transport of the part away from the home position,

3. the transport of the part back to the home position, and

4. the transmission of a "cycle finished" signal to the robot.

The part is again represented with a passive sub-model. The kinematic

attributes of this model are its position and velocity. Its geometric attributes are

represented by a solids model.

There are three external interaction sub-models associated with the robot. Sub-

model 9 monitors robot activities 1 and 8. During the execution of these

activities, the sub-model simulates the transport of the part (possessed by the

robot) by reading the kinematic attributes of the robot gripper and computing

the kinematic attributes of the part. Sub-models 10 and 11 act in the same

fashion as sub-models 4 and 5 in the previous example.

Sub-models 12 and 13 are associated with the machine tool. Sub-model 12

works in the same fashion as sub-model 9. Sub-model 13 monitors machine

tool activity 2. During the simulation of this activity, the sub-model simulates the

cutting of the part by subtracting the solids model associated with the machine

tool cutter from the solids model associated with the part. Note again that lines

drawn between sub-models indicate dependencies.

As a final example, lets consider a multi-level simulation of the system. This is

illustrated in Figure 28. Here the discrete event representation of the robot is

merged with the kinematic/geometric representation of the machine tool. Note
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Sub-Model 3
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Figure 28 Multi-Level Simulation Model
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that all but two of the Internal and external Interaction sub-models are the same

as described in the previous examples. Only two new external Interaction sub-

models are needed to create this multi·simuIation model. Before these new

sub—models are discussed, the dynamic attribute structure of passive sub-

models is re-addressed.

A dynamic attribute structure permits a passive sub-model to have its attribute

set expanded or contracted during simulation execution. Thus the passive sub-

model representing the part in the previous examples could potentially have a

part type Identifier at one instant of simulated time and kinematic/geometric

attributes at another. The level of modeled Interaction between a passive sub-

model and Its environment dictates which attributes the sub·modeI has. The

entity which actually expands or contracts the set of modeled attributes is the

external Interaction sub-model associated with the Interaction.

Getting back to the example, sub-model 14 monitors robot activity 1. When the

activity ends, the sub-model adds kinematic/geometric attributes to the part

sub-model, initializes their values, and then translers possession of the part

sub·model to the machine tool sub-model. Sub-model 15 monitors robot

activity 4. When the activity ends, the sub-model reads the

kinematic/geometric attributes of the part sub-model, determines which part

type they correspond to, assigns a value to the part type Identifier, discards the

kinematic/geometric attributes, and transfers possession of the part sub-model

back to the robot sub-model.
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While not discussed in the previous examples, the importance of passive sub-

model and internal interaction sub-model creation and destruction needs to be

addressed. Passive sub-model creation is a common operation in most

simulations utilizing GIBSS. A good example is the simulated arrival of parts

into the system. Before they arrive, they are of no interest to the modeler, and

thus are not allocated memory for attribute storage. Upon arrival into the

system, the sub-models need to be created by the external interaction model

simulating this process. Likewise, sub-models that leave the system are no

longer needed and thus need to be destroyed.

The dynamic creation and destruction of internal interaction sub-models is a

much rarer event. A modeler utilizes internal interaction sub-model creation

when he desires to have a highly detailed sub-model replace a less detailed

sub-model for some portion of a simulation. This replacement may ultimately

call for the destruction of the old internal interaction sub-model or the new

internal interaction sub-model after its use.

As an example of this process, consider the hypothetical dynamic/geometric

simulation of the links and gripper of a robot within a work cell. For the majority

of the simulation, the modeler may choose to maintain a dynamic/geometric

sub-model of the gripper. However, it during the simulation it is anticipated that

the gripper is to collide with another object, a more sophisticated model like a

finite element/continuum mechanical representation may be created to replace

the old gripper sub-model. This would permit the simulation of gripper

deformation.
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Note that the more sophisticated gripper sub-model could have been executed

all along. But this would have increased the computation time of the general

simulation, where as the detailed information that is provides is only required

for a small simulated time segment.

Note that GIBSS does not alleviate the task of coding algorithms for internal

interaction and external interaction sub-models. In fact, for any given

simulation, a model created with GIBSS will implement the same types of

algorithms and contain the same types of data as a model created with another

frame work (assuming that it can be done). Alleviation of low level model

specification and code creation is accomplished only through automatic model

generation.

What GIBSS provides is a generalized frame work which enhances the code

reusability of simulation models. A modeler, who structures a manufacturing

system simulation model into passive, internal interaction, and external

interaction sub·modeIs and who uses the mechanical frame work discussed in

the next section to create them, will have a set of sub-models which can be

executed independently or in collective groups, validated independently or in

collective groups, and linked together to form a comprehensive set of uni-level

or multi—leveI simulation models. The next section discusses the simulation

mechanics which permit this.
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4.2 Gengralized Mechanics of §IB§§

Under GIBSS, sub—modeIs execute in parallel fashion when using a multi-

process configuration and in psuedo parallel fashion when using a single

process configuration. This section provides a generalized description of the

main elements within GIBSS, discusses the structure of methods and data used

to represent these elements, and describes the logic flow tor both single

process and multi-process implementations.

4.2.0 Functional Description pf GIBSS Elements

GIBSS dictates that a simulation model be composed of simulation support

entities and sub-models of various classes, which execute in parallel fashion.

This is illustrated symbolically in Figure 29. Each of these components is

discussed next.

4.2.0.9 Slmglatipn Suppprt Entitigs

Simulation support entities are data structures which support the simulation of a

manufacturing system by storing data used for sub-model execution,

synchronization, and communication. These entities are established and

maintained in an accessible data segment called GLOBAL STORAGE along
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with sub-model data. Accessible means that the all data within the segment are

accessible to all methods used in the simulation model. The main support

entities are CLOCK, SYNCH_PORT, I/O_PORT, and DATA_TABLE.

CLOCK is a simple data structure used to store the current time of the

simulation.

SYNCH_POFlT is a table which stores records used by sub-models to maintain

synchronization. Each sub-model maintains a record in SYNCH_POFlT. A

record contains a minimum of two fields. One field stores a status flag, while

the other stores a future occurrence time. The status flag indicates whether a

sub-model is idle or currently simulating its sub-system. The future occurrence

time indicates when a sub-model will begin an activity, end an activity, or fire an

attribute description function.

I/O_PORT is a table which stores records used by internal interaction sub-

models to simulate communication channels. Each record represents a port

and contains a minimum of two fields. One field contains a transmitted

message, while the other maintains the time at which the message was last

updated. Each internal interaction sub-model may control multiple ports.

DATA_TABLE represents a set of tables used by sub-models to store pointers

to sub-model prototypes, simulation initialization data, and a large assortment

of simulation reference data. This representation scheme is often called a

relational data base [31]. Sub-model prototypes are data which identity the

data structures of various passive, internal interaction and external interaction
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sub-models. Simulation initialization data specify which sub-models are used in

a simulation, the location of their prototypes, and the conditions for simulation

termination. Simulation reference data provide cross references between

attribute sets representing the same entities. For example, locations within a

work cell could be represented by a table of symbolic identitiers and by a table

of axial coordinate sets. To establish a simple means of cross reference, each

location could utilize the same index for each table.

The manner in which these simulation support entities are manipulated during a

simulation is described next.

4.2.9.1 §9b·Mgd<-als

Sub-models are entities which utilize data and possibly methods to represent

their respective sub-systems. There are four classes of sub-models:

1. passive sub-models,

2. master simulation sub·models,

3. internal interaction sub-models, and

4. external interaction sub-models.

These are discussed separately.
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4.2.9.1.9 Passive Sub—ModgI§

Passive sub—models are data structures used to represent functionally inert

entities within the scope of a manufacturing system simulation. They utilize a

dynamic set of attributes, which allow them to describe entities to various levels

of detail through out a simulation. The structural properties which permit this

set contraction or expansion are discussed in a subsequent section.

Passive sub-models do not have the ability to alter their own attributes and thus

do not possess any simulation methods. instead, their attributes are altered by

external interaction sub-models. As a result, passive sub-model attributes are

considered to be accessible to other sub-models.

Passive sub-models are considered either static or dynamic. Static sub-models

represent entities which remain within in a manufacturing system during a time

of study. They are created and initialized at the very beginning of a simulation,

which means that initial attribute data must be created by a modeler and stored

on a permanent medium. Once created, static sub-models are given a

permanent location in GLOBAL STORAGE to store their data and may be

altered by external interaction sub-models during simulation execution.

Along with attributes, a static sub-model maintains a buffer to store the

locations ol dynamic sub-models that it is currently interacting with. A static

sub-model is said to possess a dynamic sub-model if the address ot the

dynamic sub-model is stored within its buffer. This is illustrated symbolically in

Figure 30.
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Dynamic sub-models represent entities which exist temporarily within a

manufacturing system during a time of study. The arrival of dynamic sub-

models into a simulation is handled by external interaction sub-models. This

arrival process involves finding a prototype of the dynamic sub-model in

DATA_TABLE, allocating memory for its attributes in GLOBAL STORAGE, and

storing its memory address in the buffer of a static passive sub-model or

internal interaction sub-model.

Throughout their existence in a simulation, dynamic sub-models are possessed

by the sub-models that they interact with or by sub-models that simulate their

interactions with other sub—models. During their departure from a simulation,

dynamic sub-models are destroyed by external interaction sub-models.

4.2.0.1.1 Master Simulation Sub-Models

The role of a master simulation sub-model is to initialize a simulation,

synchronize the activities of internal interaction sub-models and external

interaction sub-models, interact with a modeler if called to do so, and terminate

a simulation when the proper conditions are met. Under GIBSS, a simulation

model must utilize a master simulation sub—modeI, regardless of the number of

constituent sub—models. ln addition, a master simulation sub-model is the only

sub-model which is directly invoked by a modeler during simulation execution.
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The generalized logic flow for a master simulation sub-model is presented in

Figure 31. During invocation, a master simulation sub-model enters the

simulation initiaiization phase where it is passed the address of an

initiaiization file. This file provides general initiaiization information as well the

names of other element specific initiaiization files. The entire initiaiization file

structure is arranged in a relational data base fashion to promote data

modularity.

In general, the simulation initiaiization phase involves:

1. the reading of initiaiization data from an initiaiization file,

2. the creation of DATA_TABLE,

3. the spawning of internal and external interaction sub-models,

4. the initiaiization of internal and external interaction sub-model attributes,

5. the creation and initiaiization of static passive sub-models,

6. the storing of addresses of dynamic sub-model prototypes in

DATA_TABLE,

7. the storing of general simulation reference data in DATA_TABLE,

8. the initiaiization of CLOCK,

9. the creation and initiaiization of I/O_ PORT, and

10. the creation and initiaiization of SYNCH_PORT.

The clock update phase involves setting CLOCK equal to the next future

occurrence time and the setting of all status flags in SYNCH_PORT to busy.

Upon CLOCK update, a master simulation sub-model enters the sub-model

scan phase.
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This scan phase insures that all internal and external interaction sub-models

complete simulation for the incremental change in CLOCK. In addition, the next

future occurrence time for the simulation model is determined.

Monitoring the activities of independent sub-models is conducted through the

repeated scanning of SYNCH_POFlT. When sub-models have completed their

individual simulations, they access their records in SYNCH_PORT, change their

status flags from busy to idle, and record their future occurrence times.

When a master simulation sub-model detects that a sub-model has gone idle, it

compares its future occurrence time to the smallest future occurrence time yet

detected from any idle sub-model. lf it is smaller, it becomes the value to which

other future occurrence times are compared. Each sub-model utilizes its own

time flow mechanism to track its own future occurrence time. In this fashion,

sub-models are able to execute independently while the time flow mechanism of

a simulation model remains independent of the time flow mechanisms of its

constituents.

Once a master simulation sub-model is satisfied that all sub-models have

become idle, it then determines whether a modeler requests interaction. If so, it

enters the model control phase where it performs the actions requested by a

modeler. Such actions may include the update of simulation parameters or the

summarization of simulation data.

Upon completion of this phase, the sub-model checks for the conditions of

simulation termination. lf they are met, than the sub-model enters the output
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phase, where final simulation data is summarized and transferred to an output

medium. If the conditions are not met, than the sub-model goes back to the

clock update phase.

4.2.9.1.2 Internal Interaction §ug-Models

Internal interaction sub-models simulate the behavior of sub-systems by the

scanning of activities (including ones of duration zero) and/or the execution of

attribute description functions. With the exception of I/O_POFIT

communication, internal interaction sub-models monitor and change only their

own attributes, and thus are independent of other internal and external

interaction sub-models.

The generalized logic flow for internal interaction sub-models is presented in

Figure 32. The clock scan phase involves monitoring CLOCK for a change in

the current time of the simulation.

When a change is detected, the sub-model begins simulation by checking

whether the new value of CLOCK is equal to its future occurrence time. If it is,

the sub-model enters the timed activity scan phase, where it fires all of the

time-based activity functions which correspond to the current value of CLOCK.

If not, the sub-model skips directly to the attribute function scan phase, where

it fires all of the appropriate attribute description functions for the incremental
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change in time. From here, the sub-model enters the conditional activity scan

phase, whereall conditional activities are repeatedly scanned until all fail to fire.

During the conditional activity scan phase, an internal interaction sub-model

may simulate communication to other internal interaction sub—models by

passing messages via I/O_PORT. ln order for a sub-model to interpret a

message from I/O_ PORT, the update time of the message must be equivalent

to the current value of CLOCK. Othenrvise the sub-model must wait until the

I/O_PORT record is updated.

An internal interaction sub-model transmits a message by storing it in an

appropriate record in I/O_PORT and updating the time of the port to the current

value of CLOCK. Normally the transmission of a message occurs upon

completion of the initial scan of the conditional activities. However during the

occasion in which an internal interaction sub·model is waiting for the

transmission of a message to an I/O_PORT record, it will prematurely transmit

messages.

This phenomena commonly occurs when two internal interaction sub-models

interactively communicate with one another. This is done in order prevent a

condition known as deadlock. Deadlock occurs when the actions of at least

two sub-models are conditionally dependent upon one another during an

instant of simulated time, and results in the permanent stall of a simulation.
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Note that an internal interaction sub-model is not required to utilize all of the

three simulation phases just described. Instead, it can use any combination of

the three as long as their order of execution is maintained.

Upon completion of its last simulation phase, an internal interaction sub-model

determines its future occurrence time. How this is done is dependent upon

which simulation phases the sub-model encompasses. If the sub-model

executes only timed activities, then a variable increment time flow mechanism is

used, and its future occurrence time is set equal to the completion time of its

current activity or the beginning time of its next activity. lf the sub-model only

utilizes attribute description functions, then a fixed increment time flow

mechanism is used, and its future occurrence time is set equal to the value of

CLOCK plus its own fixed time increment. lf the sub-model only executes

conditional activities, then its future occurrence time is set equal to infinity

(relative to the time of study). lf the sub-model utilizes some combination of the

three phases, then its future occurrence time is set equal to the smaller of the

values just described.

Like dynamic passive sub-models, internal interaction sub-models utilize

interaction buffers to store the addresses of dynamic sub-models that they

interact with. The importance of this buffer is discussed in the next sub-section.

Once the methods and data of an internal interaction sub-model are created, it

is linked to a simulation model by adding its methods to the general methods

library of the simulation model and specilying in the simulation initialization file

the location of its data in external storage, and the location of its corresponding
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records in SYNCH_POFtT and I/O_PORT. It can then be executed in

conjunction with the master simulation sub-model by itself or in parallel with

other internal and external interaction sub-models. 'lhe selection of which sub-

models execute is specified in the simulation initialization file.

4.2.9.1.3 Extgrnal Interaction §ub-Models

External interaction sub-models simulate the interactions between sub-systems

through the scanning of activities and/or the execution of attribute description

functions. With the exception of the simulation of strictly time dependent

behavior, external interaction sub-models are dependent upon either internal

interaction sub-models or other external interaction sub-models.

The generalized logic flow for external interaction sub-models is presented in

Figure 33. Note that it is very similar to the logic flow of internal interaction sub-

models with some notable exceptions. Alter completing the clock scan phase,

the sub-model must execute a dependency scan phase if it is dependent upon

the initial execution of other sub-models.

During the dependency scan phase, an external interaction sub-model

repeatedly scans SYNCH_PORT to check whether the sub-models that it is

dependent upon have completed simulation. Upon exiting this phase, an

external interaction sub-model then begins the simulation of interactions

between other sub-systems. This simulation entails the execution of some
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combination of the timed activity, attribute function, and conditional activity

scan phases.

In order to simulate the interactions between sub-models, an external

interaction sub-model must know where to ünd their attributes. Thus every

external interaction sub-model maintains an interaction buffer(s). This buffer

holds the addresses of sub-model data in GLOBAL STORAGE. These buffers

are applicable to internal interaction sub-models, static passive sub-models,

and possibly other external interaction sub-models. However dynamic passive

sub-models are tracked in a different fashion.

As was discussed in sections 4.2.0.1.0 and 4.2.0.1.2, internal interaction sub-

models and static sub-models typically possess interaction buffers, which are

used to hold the addresses of the dynamic sub-models which they are currently

interacting with. These buffers are ufilized and maintained by external

interaction sub-models responsible for simulating their interactions. Thus if an

external interaction sub-model is responsible for simulating the kinematic

interactions between a robot gripper and a part, it looks into its interaction

buffer to find the address of the gripper sub-model, and looks into the

interaction buffer of the gripper sub-model to find the address of the part sub-

model.

In many cases, the responsibility of an external interaction sub-model is to

transfer possession of a dynamic passive sub-model from one sub-model to

another. This is accomplished by transferring the address of a dynamic sub-

model from the interaction buffer of its current owner, to the interaction buffer of
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its next owner. Thus during a simulation, the addresses of dynamic sub-

models are continuaily passed between various sub-models.

As was described in section 4.2.0.1.0, external interaction sub·models are

responsible for the creation of dynamic passive sub-models and the expansion

and contraction of their attribute sets. To create a dynamic passive sub-model,

an external interaction sub-model locates the address of its prototype in

DATA_TABLE along with its initialization data, allocates memory for the dynamic

sub—model in GLOBAL STORAGE, and records the address of the dynamic sub-

model into buffer of the internal interaction sub-model or static passive sub-

model which it initially interacts with.

When expanding the attributes of a dynamic passive sub-model, an external

interaction sub-model finds a prototype of the new class of attributes in

DATA_TABLE, allocates memory for them in GLOBAL STORAGE, examines the

current set of dynamic sub-model attributes, looks in DATA_TABLE for a cross

reference between the current attributes and the new attributes, initializes the

new attributes, and then assigns their address to the dynamic sub-model.

When contracting the attributes of a dynamic passive sub-model, an external

interaction sub-model looks in DATA_TABLE for a cross reference between the

current set of attributes and the future contracted set of attributes, initializes the

contracted set, assigns their address to the dynamic sub-model, and then

disallocates memory in GLOBAL STORAGE for the set of attributes no longer

needed. GLOBAL STORAGE memory disallocation is also used to destroy
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passive sub-models. The same interactions with DATA_TABLE often take place

for the creation, destruction, or modification of internal interaction sub-models.

Once the methods and data for an external interaction sub-model have been

created, it is linked to an existing model by: storing its methods in the methods

library of the model and by specifying in the initialization files where its data is to

be found in external storage, the location of its corresponding record in

SYNCH_POFlT as well as those of the models upon which it is dependent, and

the addresses of data that it needs to access in DATA_TABLE. It can then be

executed in conjunction with the master simulation model by itself or in parallel

with other internal and external interaction sub-models. The selection of which

sub-models to execute is conducted through the simulation initialization file.

As a final point of interest, the framework for external interaction sub-models is

also applicable to simulation data collection and summarization, since data

collection is activity oriented. In the same manner that composite models are

constructed, a modeler should be able to specify which types of simulation data

are collected and summarized through the selection and addition of specialized

data collection models to an existing composite model. This concept was not

investigated in this dissertation, but will be investigated in future research.
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4.2.1 ägg-Mgdel Data and Mgthgg; Qrggnizatlgn

GIBSS provides a generalized framework for the organization of a

manufacturing system simulaticn model into various classes of sub-models. A

major benefit of using GIBSS is increased model code reusability relative to the

use of conventional simulation frame works. This benefit is further enhanced if

a well organized approach is used for the implementation of sub-model data

and methods. This research utilized concepts from the object oriented

programming paradigm, class data structures and methods libraries, in the

development of the test bed models.

Using this organizational scheme, GIBSS sub·models are created during

simulation execution by the merging of sub-model data (organlzed under class

data structures) with generic simulation methods stored in a methods library.

This section discusses these concepts and how they are applied to the test bed

models. Note that the development of organizational concepts for GIBSS sub-

model data and methods was not in the scope of this research. However, the

use of class data structures and methods libraries provided excellent results

and is discussed for the sake of completeness.
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4.2.1.9 §ub-Mggel Data Qrggnlzatign

During the development of the test bed models, large quantities of sub-model

data were created, stored, and utilized. To organize this data, class data

structures and data reference tables were utilized.

A data structure is a set of data that is organized under some framework. A

data structure type dictates the organization of data for all data structures

which are of its type.

A class data structure type has the characteristic that it not only dictates the

organization of a set of data, but it also can point (contain the address ot) to

another class data structure type. Thus any class type data structure may be

pointed to by a set of super-classes and may point to a set of sub-classes.

A class data structure can represent data not only associated with its own class,

but with its sub-classes as well. Because of their extensive use of pointers,

class data structures are capable of dynamically changing the amount of data

that they represent. This is accomplished by the creation of class data storage

through dynamic memory allocation and the destruction of class data storage

through dynamic memory disallocation.

For the test bed model objects, the major class type is "sub-model," followed

by the sub-class types: "master simulation sub-model", "internal interaction

sub-model," and "external interaction sub·modeI." These classes in turn

have pointers to other sub·model class types.
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Class data structures provide the characteristics which permit attribute set

contraction and expansion. Passive sub-models are implemented using chains

of class data structures. During attribute set expansion, memory is allocated for

various class types in the chain, and their addresses are assigned to the

pointers contained by their super-classes.

ln general the positive attributes of class data structures are:

1. they provide well organized storage for data,

2. they allow easy access to large quantities of data through the simple

passing of pointers,

3. they allow for the dynamic storage of data, and

4. they are easily linked together.

Data reference tables are generic arrays of data structures. These data

structures may be complicated class data structures or simple integers or

floats. The main characteristic of reference tables is their fast and easy access.

A data structure within a table can be accessed by simply referencing its index

value.

With respect to the test bed models, essentially all data contained in GLOBAL

STORAGE during a simulation are organized into data reference tables. This

includes all sub-model data, which are further organized into class data

structures. As a result, tables are created to hold the data of such entities as

static passive sub-models, dynamic passive sub-models, internal interaction
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sub-models, external interaction sub-models, and attribute classes, as well as

pointers to files containing dynamic sub-model prototypes and initialization

data.

4.2.1.1 §ub-model Method; Qrgonlzgtlon

To increase the resusability of simulation sub-model code, methods libraries are

constructed. Methods libraries are subroutine libraries which are organized

around the use class data structures. (the concept of subroutines is discussed

in the next section). Every method within a library is created to accept the

address of a class data structure and to operate on its data. All methods are

generic in the sense that they are capable of operating on any data structure of

a particular class type.

Methods within a library are organized into a hierarchical structure. At the

bottom of the structure, are simple methods which operate only on simple class

data structures. At the next level are more complex methods which operate on

more complex data structures. These complex methods work by sending the

addresses of sub-class data structures to lower level methods so that they may

operate on them. This phenomena of increasingly complex methods which

accept increasingly complex data structures repeats itself all the way up to the

top of the library.
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The positive attributes of methods libraries are:

1. they provide extensive code resusability due to their demand that all

methods be generic with respect to class data structures,

2. they have easy access to large segments of data due their ability to

accept the addresses of class data structures, and

3. their ease of expansion for reasons 1 and 2.

With respect to the test bed models, methods libraries are organized so that the

methods at the top of the hierarchy handle the complete simulation of sub-

models. Methods toward the middle portions of the libraries handle the

simulations of sub-systems which are common to all sub·models, while

methods at the bottom of the libraries handle basic computations.

Through out the development of the test bed models, the addition of new sub-

model classes involved the creation of new class data structure types and

methods. New class data structure types were created by linking existing class

data structure types to the new class type, creating class speciüc data structure

types, and linking the new class type to its super-class(s). New methods were

developed by constructing a top level sub-model method and a few class

specific methods, which relied primarily on the distribution of their tasks to

methods already existing in the library.
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Sub-models were created by specifying and storing sets of attribute data into

files. Uni-level and muIti—level simulation models were assembled by the creation

of simulation initialization files, each of which specified the following:

1. the number of sub·models to be executed,

2. the location of sub-model data files and their type,

3. the allocation of records in l/O_PORT,

4. the allocation of records in SYNCH_PORT, and

5. the specification of DATA_TABLE locations for external

interaction sub-models.

The relationship between class data structures, methods libraries, sub-model

data, and composite model data is illustrated symbolically in Figure 34. More

complete information on class data structures and methods libraries can be

found in Martin [31] and Pascoe [39].

4.2.2 Single Proeess Imelementatien of QIB§§

ln a single process configuration, all sub-model methods are implemented as

subroutines, while GLOBAL STORAGE is implemented through the use of

global variables.

Subroutines are executable code segments which are called from a main

program or other subroutines. Execution of a subroutine by a CPU involves the
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passing of data (either by value or by address) from the calling routine to the

subroutine, execution of the subroutine, and the return of CPU execution to the

calling routine. This return process may also involve the passing of data from

the subroutine to the calling routine.

A subroutine library is a segment of code containing multiple subroutines.

Subroutine libraries are linked to an executable main program in order to

provide it with access to the subroutines within the libraries.

Global variables are defined as those which are not declared relative to any

one subroutine, but instead are accessible to all subroutines that form a single

executable file. This is opposed to local variables which are only accessible by

the subroutines under which they are defined.

The logic flow for a GIBSS simulation model using a single process

configuration is shown in Figure 35. The main control of this simulation is

provided by a master simulation sub-model, whose methods are implemented

with either a main program or a high level subroutine. The simulation

initialization phase is the same as described in section 4.2.0.1.1 with the

exception that sub-models are not truly spawned. instead their data are

recorded into class data structures which are organized into a sub·modeI

reference table.

The clock update phase involves a master simulation subroutine setting CLOCK

to the next future occurrence time and pre-setting the status flags in
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SYNCH__POFiT. The sub-model scan phase involves the execution of the

individual sub-models. This is conducted by the master simulation subroutine

sequentially referencing each sub—modeI data structure in the sub-model

reference table and calling the simulation subroutine associated with its class.

Sub-model data is provided to the subroutine by the passing of the reference

table index.

After its initial scan through the sub—modeI reference table, a master simulation

subroutine scans through SYNCH_PORT to determine if each sub-model has

completed simulation. Upon finding a sub-model which has not, it then goes

back to the sub-model reference table and calls the sub-model subroutine. This

procedure is repeated until all sub-model simulations are complete.

The method of determining the next future occurrence time for the composite

simulation as well as the model control and output phases are identical to those

described for a master simulation sub-model in section 4.2.0.1.1.

4.2.3 Mglti-Preeeee lmplementetion of QlB§§

Multi-process simulation relies on the cooperative execution of multiple

processes to simulate system behavior. Processes were discussed in section

2.1.4.1. Executing a simulation in a multi-process configuration offers no

advantages over a single process implementation unless it is conducted on a

computer(s) utilizing multiple CPUs .
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The manner in which processes work together on a computer(s) with multiple

CPUs is highly dependent upon the architecture of the computer. The literature

describes two common parallel architectures as the shared memory

configuration and the message passing configuration [1]. ln the shared

memory configuration, CPUs are structured around a common segment of

RAM memory. During program execution, processes executing on the

individual CPUs communicate with one another by reading from and writing to

variables stored in the shared memory segment. This is shown symbolically in

Figure 36a.

In the message passing configuration, CPUs own their own segments of

memory, which only they can access. The CPUs are connected by

communication lines. These lines are either buses or serial communication

lines. During program execution, processes executing on the CPUs operate on

values in their own memory Sagments and communicate with one another by

sending messages over their communication lines. This is shown symbolically

in Figure 36b. This type of architecture was used by Concepcion and Schon

[11] in the development of SAM.

Of the two architectures just described, the shared memory configuration is

more suited to the implementation of GIBSS due to its heavy reliance on

GLOBAL STORAGE. ln a shared memory configuration, processes are used to

implement the top level methods of sub-models, shared memory to contain

GLOBAL STORAGE, and a shared library to house the composite methods

library. This is shown symbolically in Figure 37 along with the logic flow of a
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multi-process implementation. Before this logic flow is discussed, a shared

library is defined.

A shared library is a segment of executable code containing multiple

subroutines, which is placed in RAM memory by an executing process, and

which is accessible to all processes in RAM memory. If a GIBSS model were to

be implemented with multiple processes without the use of a shared library,

each sub-model process would have to own its own copy of the composite

methods library. If the computer upon which the simulation is implemented has

a large segment of memory, this poses no problem. However, if memory is

limited and the number of sub-models great, then a shared library is needed.

The logic flow of GIBSS is divided among multiple processes. Main control of

the simulation is provided by a master simulation process. The simulation

inltialization phase involves the spawning (invocation) of sub-model processes

along with the other inltialization operations described in section 4.2.0.1. The

clock update phase is executed by the master simulation process and is

ldentical to that of the single process implementation . During the sub-model

scan phase, a master simulation process scans SYNCH_POFlT and computes

the next future occurrence time of the composite simulation, while the sub-

model processes simultaneously simulate the manufacturing system. Each

sub-model process follows the logic flow outlined for it in section 4.2.0. The

model control and output phases are executed by the master simulation

process and are ldentical to those in the single process implementation.
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Implementation of GIBSS models using the shared memory configuration

results in the same code modularity as the single process implementation. In

addition, the parallel nature of GIBSS models Is exploited, thus providing an

avenue for reduced simulation execution time.

A multi-process implementation of the test bed models was originally pursued in

this dissertation. While a UNIX PC does not have a parallel architecture, It does

support the muItI·tasking of processes as well as shared memory segments

and shared libraries. This approach was abandoned for a single process

implementation when It was learned that UNIX PCs lacked shared memory

allocation routines. While these routines could have been created, it would

have taken time from the overall research and not contributed to the generality

of the framework. ln the near future, these allocation routines will be created

and GIBSS will be implemented In a multi-process configuration as extended

research.

4.; §ummagg and Qongluslgng

This chapter has described GIBSS, a generalized simulation framework which

enhances the modular construction of uni-level and multi-level simulation

models and which exploits parallelism within manufacturing system simulation

models. GIBSS enhances model modularity by its requirement that the

attributes and mechanisms of a simulation model be distributed among passive,

internal interaction, and external Interaction sub-models, and its specification of
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how these sub-models are linked to a master simulation sub-model to be

executed independently or together in parallel fashion.

GIBSS is generalized with respect to manufacturing system simulation due to

the logic flow of internal interaction and external interaction sub-models, which

execute activity scans, event functions, and attribute description functions as

well as their own time flow mechanisms. In addition, the logic flow of a master

simulation sub-model insures that the time flow mechanism of a simulation

model is always independent of the time flow mechanisms of its constituents.

GIBSS exploits parallelism within manufacturing system models by its

specification of how a uni—level or multi-level simulation model is executed in a

multi-process, shared memory configuration. In general, the execution of

master simulation, internal interaction, and external interaction sub-models is

distributed among multiple processes. GLOBAL STORAGE is implemented in

shared memory, and the methods library is implemented in a shared library.

The contribution of this research to manufacturing system simulation has been

the development of:

1. the concept of external interactions,

2. the concepts of master simulation

sub-models, internal interaction sub-models, external interaction

sub-models, and passive sub-models, and

3. the generalized mechanics for the sub-models just

described.
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To a much Iesser extent, the application of class data structures and methods

libraries in the test bed models has also provided a contribution since it has

demonstrated an existing methodology which can further enhance the

modularity of GIBSS models. The next chapter describes the model

demonstration environment used to demonstrate GIBSS concepts.



5 FRAMEWORK DEMONSTRATION

5.0 Introduction

To demonstrate GIBSS, an interactive model demonstration environment has

been created. This environment allows a user to select from twenty·five GIBSS

models, view their sub-model structure, and witness their execution through the

aid of graphical animation. This chapter discusses the nucleus of the

environment as well as its operation.

5.1 Envirgnmgnt Ngcleus

The model demonstration environment utilizes the uni-level and multi-level test

bed models developed in this dissertation. These models represent the

hypothetical manufacturing system described in section 3.3.0. ln all, eighteen

sub-model classes serve as the basis for the test bed models. The sub-model

classes and their hierarchical structures are shown symbolically in Figure 38. A

145
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description of these sub-model classes is provided in Appendix B. Including the

geometric modeling routines, the simulation methods entail roughly 15000 lines

of C code.

Data was generated to create thirty-nine internal and external Interaction sub-

models, three static sub-models, and one dynamic sub-model prototype. The

sub-models are used to create three uni-level simulation models and twenty-two

multi-level simulation models. A description of the sub-models is provided in

Appendix C. The structures of the twenty-five composite models are Illustrated

in Appendix D. The source code for both methods and class data structures is

located in the Manufacturing Systems Software Library along with the sub-

model data files.

5.2 Environment Operation

The logic flow for the model demonstration environment is provided in Figure

39. Upon invocation, the environment enters the model selection mode and

displays twenty-five icons representing the twenty-five test bed models. The

user is then prompted to select one of the twenty-five models. After the user

types his selection, the environment symbolically displays the sub-model

structure of the model in a fashion similar to that of Appendix D.
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Once the user has inspected the content of the model, he can then request the

environment to enter the model execution mode. From here, the user can

either begin model execution or re-enter the model selection mode. By

repeating this procedure, the user can inspect the sub-model structures of

many models and gain an appreciation for the reusability of the model code.

While in the model execution mode, the user controls the execution of a model

by:

1. allowing the model to execute to a default simulation time limit,

2. stepping the advance of the simulation clock by each subsequent future

occurrence time, or

3. setting a breakpoint in simulated time at which model execution

suspends.

Model execution is accompanied by a graphical animation of the simulated

manufacturing system. A snap shot of the animation is presented in Figure 40.

The animation displays the value of the simulation clock along with a set of

stationary rectangles which represent sub-models that simulate a combination

of the following entities:

1. work cell 1,

2. work cell 2,

3. robot 1,

4. robot 2,

5. machine tool1,
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6. machine tool 2,

7. pallet 1,

8. pallet 2, and

9. pallet 3.

Each stationary rectangle has a label to indicate the entity that it represents, and

a suffix to indicate the level of representation. A D suffix indicates a discrete

event representation while a K suffix indicates a kinematic/geometric

representation.

A dynamic set of rectangles, which represent part sub—models, appear on the

monitor and move between the stationary rectangles. Each dynamic rectangle

has a label for part identification and a label for attribute set identification. Level

1 indicates that the attribute set includes the symbolic type and location of the

part. Level 2 indicates that the attribute set includes the position and velocity

of the part as well as its solids model representation. When ever a dynamic

rectangle appears within a stationary rectangle, it indicates that the sub-model

currently possesses the part sub-model.

Of potential interest to the user is the animated display of a multi-level

simulation. During model execution, the expansion and contraction of part sub-

model attribute sets is illustrated as possession of the part sub-models is

transferred between other sub-models. By suspending model execution, the

user can inspect the values held by these sets along with the attributes of the

other displayed sub-models. To do this, the user chooses the sub-model from

a menu, and then chooses which attributes he wishes displayed.
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In conclusion, the model demonstration environment is fairly simplistic. lt does

not utilize shaded graphics or sophisticated wire frame images. However it is

sufficient to provide a user with a better understanding of GIBSS and the

concepts of uni-level and multi-level simulation. The next chapter summarizes

this dissertation, draws conclusions, and discusses future research.



6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.0 Summary

The multi-level design of manufacturing systems was discussed. It was

concluded that to facilitate the design process, models of sub—designs must be

applicable to modular assembly, even if the sub-designs are heterogeneously

specified.

Computer simulation was chosen as the technique for modularization due to its

small mechanism set and its large problem domain. Two types of simulation

models were identified: uni-level and multi-level. A model of a manufacturing

system is considered uni-level if objects of equivalent type are modeled at the

same level of detail. A model is considered multi-level if objects of equivalent

type are not modeled at the same level of detail. It was concluded that current

simulation frameworks do not integrate modular construction with the discrete

event and continuous simulation techniques needed to support multi-level

modeling.
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The objective of this dissertation was to develop a simulation framework which

could support the modular construction of uni—IeveI and multi-level simulation

models of manufacturing systems. lt was recognized that to meet this

objective, the simulation framework would have to exhibit a large degree of

generality and modularity. Generality is defined as the ability of the framework

to execute all of the known mechanisms used in the simulation of manufacturing

systems. These mechanisms include the scanning of activities, the execution of

event functions, and the execution of attribute description functions, as well as

the utilization of both fixed and variable increment time flow mechanisms.

Modularity is defined as the ability of the framework to allow a model to be

divided into sub-models, each of which is created, executed, and validated

independently, and then linked together to form an executable model.

In addition, it was recognized that the framework should exploit parallelism

within manufacturing system simulation models in order to take advantage of

parallel processing technology, and thus reduce the execution time of large

scale simulations in the future.

This dissertation proceeded to describe GIBSS (Generalized Interaction Based

Simulation Specification), a simulation framework designed to exhibit the

characteristics just described. GIBSS requires that the mechanisms within a

simulation model be distributed among a set of independent sub—models.

These sub-models are classified as passive, internal interaction, or external

interaction. In addition, GIBSS specifies the mechanics of each and describes

how they work together in conjunction with a fourth class of sub-model, master

simulation.
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Through example and by a description of their mechanics, the generality of the

sub-model classes was demonstrated along with their ability to support the

modular construction of uni—Ievel and multi-level simulation models. The ability

of GIBSS to exploit parallelism was demonstrated through a description of how

the sub-models work together in a muIti—process, shared memory configuration.

In addition, the merits of using class data structures and methods libraries in the

implementation of GIBSS sub-models was also discussed.

Finally a simple model demonstration environment was described. This

environment utilizes test bed models developed in this dissertation to illustrate

the concepts of uni-level and multi-level simulation as well as the characteristics

of GIBSS.

§.1 Qonglusiong

Five conclusions drawn from this dissertation are:

1. GIBSS promotes the modular construction of uni-level and multi-level

simulation models,

2. GIBSS is generalized with respect manufacturing simulation,

3. GIBSS exploits parallelism within manufacturing system simulation

models,

4. GIBSS eliminates a barrier to the rapid evaluation of manufacturing

systems, and
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5. GIBSS supports the multi-level design of manufacturing systems.

GIBSS promotes the modular construction of uni-level and muIti·level simulation

models through its requirement that the attributes and mechanisms of a

simulation model be distributed among passive, internal interaction, and

external interaction sub-models, and its specification of how these sub-models

are linked to a master simulation sub-model to be executed independently or

together in parallel fashion.

GIBSS is generalized with respect to manufacturing system simulation due to

the logic flow of internal and external interaction sub-models, which execute

activity scans, event functions, attribute description functions as well as their

own time flow mechanisms. ln addition, the logic flow of a master simulation

sub-model insures that the time flow mechanism of a simulation model is always

independent of the time flow mechanisms of its constituent sub-models.

GIBSS exploits parallelism by specifying how uni-level or multi-level simulation

models are executed in a multi~process, shared memory conüguration. In

general, the execution of master simulation, internal interaction, and external

interaction sub-models is distributed among multiple processes. GLOBAL

STORAGE is implemented in shared memory, and a methods library is

implemented through a shared library.

GIBSS eliminates a barrier to the rapid evaluation of manufacturing systems

through its support of modular model construction, which promotes model
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reusability, and eliminates the need for model reconstruction or code

duplication.
A

GIBSS supports the multi-level design of manufacturing systems due to

conclusionst -4.

This dissertation has contributed to manufacturing simulation research by its

development of:

1. the concept of external interactions,

2. the concepts of passive, master simulation, internal interaction,

and external interaction sub-models,

3. the generalized mechanisms for the sub-models, and

4. the specitication of how the sub-models are implemented in single

process and multi-process conligurations.

To a much lesser extent, this dissertation has made a contribution by its

veritication of the eftectiveness of class data structures and methods libraries

for enhancing the code reusability of GIBSS sub·modeIs.

With respect to manufacturing system design, this research has made a

contribution by its:

1. demonstration of how uni-level and multi-level simulation models are

constructed and assembled during the multi-level design of a

manufacturing system,
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2. demonstration of how uni-level and multi-level simulation models are used

to evaluate sub-designs, and uni-level and multi-level aggregate designs,

and,

3. its elimination of a barrier to the rapid evaluation of manufacturing

systems.

6.2 Future Research

GIBSS ls the beginning of a long research effort directed toward the

development of a new generation of computer-aided manufacturing system

design environments. lt is anticipated that these environments will support the

multi-level design process by aiding designers with computer—assisted

specitication, automatic model generation, automatic model management, and

knowledge-based simulation analysis. The implementation of these

environments will dramatically change the manner in which design is

conducted.

Future research into these environments will include such topics as:

1. the implementation of GIBSS on parallel architectures,

2. the applicability of object oriented programming for GIBSS modeling, and

3. automatic model update,

4. automatic data collection, and

5. automatic model generation.
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APPENDIX A WORK CELL DESIGN

A.0 Introduction

This appendix describes the geometry, kinematics, and control of the

hypothetical manufacturing system. Section A.1 provides isometric drawings

and part drawings of the following work cell classes:

1. robot,

2. machine tool,

3. pallet, and

4. part.

In addition, the links and joints associated with the robot and machine tool

classes are identified along with their frames. Section A.2 describes the

kinematics of the robot and machine tool classes. Section A.3 describes the

control program structure of the robot and machine tool classes and lists the

programs of the robots and machine tools.
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A.1 Mangfagturing System Gggmgtgy

This section provides isometric drawings and part drawings of the robot,

machine tool, pallet, and part classes. Each isometric drawing illustrates the

reference frame(s) for its respective class. ln addition, the joints and links for

the robot and machine tool classes are identified. At the end of this section, the

base frame coordinates for the robots, machine tools, and pallets are provided.

These coordinates are relative to a cartesian coordinate system established for

the hypothetical manufacturing system.
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Coordlnates of Work Cell Resources

Resource Ä L i

Pallet 1 3 3 0

* nem 1 ° ° °
* Machine Tool 1 9-25 5 0

Pallet 2 19.5 3 0

* Robot 2 20 0 0

* Machine Tool 2 25_g5 5 0

Pallet 3 3ß 3 0

* With respect to LINK 0
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A.2 Manufacturing System Kinematics

All motion within the hypothetical manufacturing system is linear. Kinematically,

a body is represented with a position vector, P, and a velocity vector , V, which

represent the position and linear velocity of the body with respect to the general

coordinate system.

Each manipulator has a vector, J, which represents the linear displacements of

its joints, and a vector, JV, which represents the linear velocities of its joints.

Manipulator link position and velocity are functions of J and JV respectively. In

general, link position is computed by:

P=TJ+O+P0 (1)

where T = joint transformation matrix,

O = link offset vector, and

Po = position vector of LINK 0.

For a given link, multiplication of T and J and the addition of O computes its

position with respect to the LINK 0 reference frame. The LINK 0 reference

frame is stationary and dictates the position of a manipulator with respect to the

general coordinate system. The addition of Po to the sum computes the

position of the link within the general coordinate system.
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Link velocity is computed by:

V = TJV (2)

The values of T and O for links ot the robot and machine tool classes are

provided in the following tables.
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> Kinematic Parameters for Rcbot Class

LINK0 LINK1

T O T O

0000 000 1000 001
0000 0000
0000 0000

L|NK2 LINK3

T O T O

1000 111 1000 1.511
0100 0100
0010 0010

LINK4 LINK5

T O T O

100.5 1.5 1.1 1 100 -.5 1.5 1.1 1
0100 0100
0010 0010
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Kinematlc Parameters for Machlne Tool Class

LINK 0 LINK 1

T O T O

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 -2 6
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

LINK 2 LINK 3

T O T O

000 2.45 -1 5.5 000 1.5 -30
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

LINK 4

T O

1 0 0 -.5 -3 2
0 1 0
0 0 1
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A.; Manufacturing System Qgntrol

The robots and machine tools within the hypothetical manufacturing system

control their actions through the scanning and execution of text programs. The

programs consist of numeric instructions structured into N X 6 arrays, where N

represents the number of program instructions. The first column in the array is

used for instruction identification. Eight different types of instructions exist,

each with their own particular format. These instruction types are PMOVE,

DELAY, WAITI, TESTI, WRITEO, JUMP, TESTC, and SETC.

A PMOVE statement is indicated by a "1 It specifies the joint movements of a

manipulator over a segment of time. Trajectory is specified by parameters

stored in the subsequent five columns ot the instruction. Columns 2 through 5

dictate the velocities of manipulator joints O through 4 respectively. Column 6

specifies the length (seconds) of the move.

A DELAY statement is indicated by a It suspends manipulator motion for a

specified time segment, which is stored in column 6 of the instruction.

A WAITI statement is indicated by a lt commands a controller to wait

indefinitely for a binary port to take on a particular value. During the execution

of a WAITI instruction, manipulator motion is suspended. The parameters

associated with this instruction are stored in columns 5 and 6. Column 5

specifies the port identification number while column 6 specifies the value to

which it is compared.
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A TESTI statement Is Indicated by a lt commands a controller to check the

value of a port and to jump to another Instruction, based on the value of the

port. The parameters associated with this Instruction are stored in columns 4

through 6. Column 4 specities the port Identification number. Column 5

specities the value to be compared. Column 6 specities the location of the

Instruction to jump to If the value of the port equals the value stored In column 5.

lf they are not equal, the subsequent Instruction is executed.

A WFIITEO statement Is Indicated by a lt Instructs a controller to change the

value ol a binary port. Column 5 specities the port identification number while

column 6 specities the value.

A JUMP statement Is Indicated by a lt commands a controller to

unconditionally skip to the Instruction, whose location Is stored In column 6.

A SEl'C statement is Indicated by a It Instructs a controller to change the

value of a designated integer variable to the one stored in column 6.

A TESTC statement Is Indicated by an lt commands a controller to check

the value of a designated integer variable and to jump to another Instruction

depending upon its value. Column 5 specities the value to which the variable is

compared. Column 6 stores the location of the Instruction to jump to. lt they

are not equal, the subsequent Instruction Is executed.

The control programs used by robots 1 and 2 and machine tools 1 and 2 are

presented in the following tables.
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Robot 1 Control Program

Instruction Number Instruction

0 1 2 1 1 .5 1 .5 1
1 3 0 0 0 25 1
2 1 0 1 0 0 .9
3 1 0 0 0 -.5 1
4 1 0 0 1 0 .5
5 1 0 -1 0 0 .9
6 7 0 0 0 0 1
7 6 0 0 0 0 1 3
8 1 0 1 0 0 1 .9
9 1 0 0 0 -.5 1
10 1 0 0 1 0 .5
1 1 1 0 -1 0 0 1 .9
12 7 0 0 0 0 2
13 1 1 0 0 0 6.75
14 1 0 1 0 0 .9
15 1 0 0 -1 0 .5
16 1 0 0 0 .5 1
1 7 1 0 -1 0 0 .9
18 8 0 0 0 2 21
1 9 5 0 0 0 1 0
20 6 0 0 0 0 22
21 5 0 0 0 1 1
22 5 0 0 0 0 1
23 3 0 0 0 5 1
24 5 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 0 0 0 5 0
26 1 0 1 0 0 .9
27 1 0 0 0 -.5 1
28 1 0 0 1 0 .5
29 1 0 -1 0 0 .9
30 8 0 0 0 2 33
31 3 0 0 0 31 1
32 6 0 0 0 0 34
33 3 0 0 0 30 0
34 1 1 0 0 0 9.75
35 8 0 0 0 2 41
36 1 0 1 0 0 1 .9
37 1 0 0 -1 0 .5
38 1 0 0 0 .5 1
39 1 0 -1 0 0 1 .9
40 6 0 0 0 0 45
41 1 0 1 0 0 .9
42 1 0 0 -1 0 .5
43 1 0 0 0 .5 1
44 1 0 -1 0 0 .9
45 1 -1 0 0 0 1 6.5
46 8 0 0 0 1 8
47 6 0 0 0 0 1
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Robot 2 Control Program

Instruction Number Instruction

0 1 2 1 1 .5 1 .5 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 3
2 3 0 0 0 30 1
3 1 -1 0 0 0 16.5
4 1 0 1 0 0 .9
5 1 0 0 0 -.5 1
6 1 0 0 1 0 .5
7 1 0 -1 0 0 .9
8 7 0 0 0 0 1
9 6 0 0 0 0 15
10 1 0 1 0 0 1 .9
1 1 1 0 0 0 -.5 1
12 1 0 0 1 0 .5
1 3 1 0 -1 0 0 1 .9
14 7 0 0 0 0 2
15 1 1 0 0 0 6.75
1 6 1 0 1 0 0 .9
1 7 1 0 0 -1 0 .5
18 1 0 0 0 .5 1
19 1 0 -1 0 0 .9
20 8 0 0 0 2 23
21 5 0 0 0 1 1
22 6 0 0 0 0 24
23 5 0 0 0 1 0
24 5 0 0 0 0 1
25 3 0 0 0 10 1
26 5 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 0 0 0 10 0
28 1 0 1 0 0 .9
29 1 0 0 0 -.5 1
30 1 0 0 1 0 .5
31 1 0 -1 0 0 .9
32 3 0 0 0 35 0
33 1 1 0 0 0 9.75
34 8 0 0 0 2 41
35 1 0 1 0 0 1 .9
36 1 0 0 -1 0 .5
37 1 0 0 0 .5 1
38 1 0 -1 0 0 1 .9
39 1 -1 0 0 0 16.5
40 6 0 0 0 0 1 0
41 1 0 1 0 0 .9
42 1 0 0 -1 0 .5
43 1 0 0 0 .5 1
44 1 0 -1 0 0 .9
45 6 0 0 0 0 2
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Machine Tool 1 Control Program

Instruction Number Instruction

0 3 0 0 0 0 1
1 5 0 0 0 0 1
2 4 0 0 1 1 12
3 1 .5 .5 .5 0 1 .8
4 1 0 .5 0 0 2.0
5 1 0 0 0 0 2.2
6 1 .16 0 0 0 8.125
7 1 0 0 0 0 2.2
8 1 -.5 -.5 0 0 3.8
9 1 -.5 0 0 0 .6
10 5 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 6 0 0 0 0 0
12 1 .5 .5 0 0 1 .8
13 1 0 .5 0 0 2.3
1 4 1 0 0 1 0 2.2
15 1 .16 0 0 0 8.125
16 1 0 0 -1 0 2.2
1 7 1 -.5 -.5 0 0 4.1
18 1 -.5 0 0 0 .3
19 6 0 0 0 0 10
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Machine Tool 1 Control Program

Instruction Number Instruction

0 3 0 0 0 15 1
1 5 0 0 0 0 1
2 4 0 0 16 1 12
3 1 .5 .5 0 0 1 .8
4 1 0 .5 0 0 .3
5 1 0 0 1 0 2.1
6 1 .16 0 0 0 8.125
7 1 0 0 -1 0 2.1
8 1 -.5 -.5 0 0 2.1
9 1 -.5 0 0 0 2.3
10 5 0 0 0 0 0
11 6 0 0 0 0 0
12 1 .5 .5 0 0 1 .8
1 3 1 0 .5 0 0 .3
14 1 0 0 1 0 2.1
15 1 .16 0 0 0 8.125
16 1 0 0 -1 0 2.1
17 1 -.5 -.5 0 0 2.1
18 1 -.5 0 0 0 2.3
19 5 0 0 0 0 0
20 6 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX B SUB-MODEL CLASSES

B.Q Introduction

This appendix describes the master simulation, internal interaction, external

interaction, and passive sub-model classes utilized in the test bed models.

These classes execute in a single process configuration and were created using

the C programming language. Each are discussed separately.

B.1 Master Simulatign Sub-Mggsl Class

The master simulation class is implemented as a main subroutine in an

executable file. It integrates the logic flow of the model demonstration

environment described in 5.2 with the logic flow of the master simulation class

described in 4.2.0.1.1 and 4.2.2.

200
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The class executes the model selection phase by illustrating twenty-five icons,

which represent the twenty-five test bed models, on the CRT screen and by

requesting a user to select a model. Upon model selection, the class Iocates

the corresponding initialization file and enters the simulation initialization phase.

Once the various sub-models are initialized along with CLOCK, SYNCH_PORT,

l/O_PORT, and DATA_TABLE, the class enters the model execution phase,

where it iteratively executes the clock update, sub-model scan, and model

control phases. During the model control phase, the class interacts with a user

in the fashion described in 5.2. When the conditions for simulation termination

have been met, it terminates both the simulation and the demonstration

environment. An output phase is not executed.

B.2 Intcrnal Interaction §gb—Mcgc| Clasgec

There are two internal interaction classes used in the test bed models. They are

Discrete Manipulator and Kin/Geo Manipulator. Both classes execute the

internal interaction logic flow described in 4.2.0.1.2, and each is described

separately.
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B.2.Q Dlggretg Manipulator

The Discrete Manipulator class utilizes discrete event simulation to represent an

intelligent resource. By intelligent, it is meant that the resource executes an

alterable program. As a result, the class executes an alterable program,

encoded in a data structure, to dictate how it responds to its environment.

The main attributes of this class are its instruction set, instruction pointer,

allocated ports, busy/idle status, and future occurrence time. The instruction

set utilizes various types of statements. These include DELAY, WAITI, TESTI,

WRITEO, JUMP, SETC, and TESTC. The methods in which these statements

are interpreted are similar to those described in A.3.

The instruction pointer contains the address of the instruction (activity) that is

currently being executed.

The allocated ports are the group of I/O_PORT records that the class is

permitted to change.

The busy/idle status indicates whether or not the class is executing a WAITI

instruction. lf it is, it is considered idle, otherwise it is considered busy. The

future occurrence time indicates the completion time of the current instruction.

After the class executes the clock scan phase, it determines whether the current

instruction is a DELAY statement. If it is, it then checks whether the new value

of CLOCK equals the completion time of this statement. If they are equal, the
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class executes as many conditional instructions as possible before

encountering another DELAY statement or an unsatisfied WAITI statement. If it

is not, the class does not activate and reports its completion in SYNCH_PORT.

If the class is not currently executing a DELAY statement, it executes as many

conditional instructions as possible before encountering a DELAY or WAITI

statement. If a DELAY statement is encountered, then its future occurrence

time is set to the completion time of the statement. If an unsatisfied WAITI

statement is encountered, its future occurrence time is set to infinity.

Note that the execution of a DELAY statement is a time-based activity, while the

execution of the other instructions utilizes conditional based activities. ln

general, the execution of a DELAY statement simulates a resource performing

an activity, while the execution of the other statements dictates which activities

are simulated.

B.2.1 Kin[Qeo Manipulator

The Kin/Geo Manipulator class utilizes continuous simulation and geometric

modeling to represent intelligent manipulators. The main attributes of this sub-

model class are its instruction set, instruction pointer, kinematic description

vectors, geometric models, and its future occurrence time. The instruction set

utilizes various types of statements. These include PMOVE, DELAY, WAITI,

TESTI, WRITEO, JUMP, SETC, and TESTC. The methods in which these
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instructions are interpreted are similar to those described in A.3. Note that the

execution of a PMOVE statement simulates joint and link motion.

The instruction pointer holds the address of the instruction currently being

executed.

The kinematic description vectors include joint position vectors, joint velocity

vectors, link position vectors, and link velocity vectors. These vectors and their

relationships are described in A.2. The geometric models are solids models of

the manipulator links.

The future occurrence time is always equal to infinity or the value of CLOCK

plus a fixed time increment.

After the class executes the clock scan phase, it checks whether it is currently

executing either a DELAY statement or a PMOVE statement. If it is executing a

DELAY statement, it checks whether its completion time is less than or equal to

the new value of CLOCK. If it is, it simulates the passage time, and executes as

many conditional instructions as possible before encountering a DELAY

statement, PMOVE statement, or unsatisfied WAITI statement. If it is not, it

simulates the passage of time and indicates its completion in SYNCH_PORT.

The execution of a PMOVE statement works in a similar fashion with the

exception that it simulates manipulator motion.

lf neither a DELAY statement nor PMOVE statement is currently being executed,

the class attempts to execute as many conditional instructions as possible
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before encountering a PMOVE statement, DELAY statement, or unsatisfied

WAlTl statement.

The execution of a DELAY statement is a time-based activity while the execution

of a PMOVE statement utilizes attribute description functions. The other

instructions are conditional activities.

B.; External Interaetien §gb-Medel Qlaeeee

There are eighteen external interaction sub·modeI classes that are utilized by

the test bed models. These classes are group into five categories:

1. arrival and departure,

2. grasp and release,

3. transport,

4. cut, and

5. sense.

All classes execute the logic flow described in 4.2.0.1.3 and each are discussed

separately within their categories.,
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8.3.9 Arrival gnd Departurg

The classes in the arrival and departure category are responsible for the arrival

of part (passive) sub-models into a simulation along with their removal. There

are four classes:

1. Discrete Part Arrival,

2. Kin/Geo Part Arrival,

3. Discrete Part Removal, and

4. Kin/Geo Part Fiemoval.

All four classes utilize time—based activities, namely the time of part arrival or

departure. In addition, all four classes are independent of other classes used in

the test bed models.

The Discrete Part Arrival class monitors CLOCK and checks whether it is equal

to the arrival time of the next batch of type "0" parts. lf it is, the class creates

two passive sub-model data structures, attaches symbolic type and location

attributes, and places the addresses of the sub-models into the interaction

buffer of pallet 1. lt then computes the arrival time of the next batch of type "0"

parts. Note that the inter—arrival time for these parts is 60 seconds. lf CLOCK is

not equal to the arrival time, the class indicates its completion in SYNCH_PORT.

The Kin/Geo Part Arrival class performs in an identical fashion with the

exception that it adds kinematic and geometric attributes to the passive sub-

models rather than symbolic ones.
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The Discrete Part Removal class monitors CLOCK and checks whether it is

equal to the departure time of parts resident on pallet 3. If its is, the class finds

the addresses of the part sub-models in the interaction buffer of pallet 3 and

removes them from a simulation by disallocating their memory. lt then

computes the departure time of the next batch of part sub-models.

The Kin/Geo Part Removal class works in a similar fashion, with the exception

that it disallocates more memory (due to the kinematic and geometric attributes

of the part sub-models).

B.3.1 Grasp and Releasa

Classes in the grasp and release category are responsible for transferring the

possession of part sub-models between robot sub-models and machine tool

and pallet sub-models. There are eight classes:

1. Discrete Part Grasp,

2. Kin/Geo Part Grasp,

3. Discrete to Kin/Geo Part Grasp,

4. Kin/Geo to Discrete Part Grasp,

5. Discrete Part Release,

6. Kin/Geo Part Release,

7. Discrete Part to Kin/Geo Part Release, and

8. Kin/Geo to Discrete Part Release.
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All classes are dependent upon the execution of robot sub-models which utilize

either the Discrete Manipulator or Kin/Geo Manipulator classes. Once the

appropriate robot sub-models have executed, the grasp and release classes

check their instruction pointers to determine if they are performing grasp or

release operations. lf they are, the grasp classes transfer possession of part

sub-models from machine tool sub-models or pallet sub-models to their

respective robot sub—modeIs. This involves the transfer of part sub-model

addresses between respective interaction buffers. Likewise, release classes

transfer possession of part sub-models from their respective robot sub-models

to either machine tool sub-models or a pallet sub—models.

Discrete Part Grasp and Discrete Part Release classes handle part transfers for

robot sub-models which utilize Discrete Manipulator classes and for source and

destination sub-models which require part sub-models that utilize symbolic

attributes. Kin/Geo Grasp and Kin/Geo Release classes handle part transfers

for robot sub-models which utilize Kin/Geo Manipulator classes and for source

and destination sub-model which require part sub-models that utilize kinematic

and geometric attributes.

Discrete to Kin/Geo Part Grasp classes are used in conjunction with robot sub-

models which utilize the Kin/Geo Manipulator class. They expand the attribute

sets of part sub-models from symbolic parameters to kinematic and geometric

parameters as well as transfer their possession. The class expands an attribute

set by finding the kinematic and geometric attributes in DATA_TABLE which

correspond to the symbolic attributes of the part sub-model, and by allocating

memory for the new attributes.
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The Discrete to l<in/Geo Part Release class works in a similar fashion with the

exception that it transfers possession of a part sub·model from a robot sub-

model, which utilizes a Discrete Manipulator class, to a sub-model which

requires that interacting part sub—models utilize kinematic and geometric

attributes.

The Kin/Geo to Discrete Part Grasp and Kin/Geo to Discrete Part Release

classes are mirror images of the Discrete to Kin/Geo Part Grasp and Discrete to

Kin/Geo Part Release classes respectively. During part sub-model transfers,

they contract the attribute sets of part sub-models from kinematic and

geometric parameters to symbolic parameters. To do so, they find the

symbolic parameters in DATA_TABLE which correspond to the kinematic and

geometric parameters of the part sub-models, assign these values to the

existing symbolic attributes of sub-models, and then disallocate memory

associated with the kinematic and geometric attributes.

Note that all of the classes just described execute conditional activities only. As

a result, their future occurrence times are always set to infinity.

8.3.2 Transpggt

The Kin/Geo Part Transport class is responsible for updating the kinematic

attributes of part sub-models that are possessed by robot and machine tool

sub-models that utilize the Kin/Geo Manipulator class. This class is dependent

upon the execution of robot sub—models.
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Once an appropriate sub-model has executed, the class checks its instruction

pointer to determine if it is currently executing a transport operation. If it is, the

class determines the change in simulated time and checks the kinematic

attributes of the robot gripper or machine tool bed. lt then computes the new

kinematic values for the part sub-model currently possessed by the sub-model.

In general, this class executes both conditional activities and attribute

description functions. However, its future occurrence time is always set to

infinity.

B.3.3 Qut

Classes belonging to the cut category are responsible for simulating the cutting

of a part by a machine tool cutter. There are two classes: Discrete Part Cut

and Kin/Geo Part Cut.

The Discrete Part Cut class is dependent upon the execution of machine tool

sub-models which utilize the Discrete Manipulator class. After the execution of

a machine tool sub-model, the class checks its instruction pointer to determine

if it has just completed a cutting operation. lf it has, the class updates the

symbolic type of the part sub-model currently possessed by the machine tool

sub·model. This process involves the execution of conditional activities.

The Kin/Geo Part Cut class is dependent upon the execution of machine tool

sub-models which utilize the Kin/Geo Manipulator class along with their
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associated transport sub-models. When a machine tool sub-model executes a

sequence of cutting operations and a transport sub-model updates the

kinematic attributes of the part sub-model that it possesses, the class subtracts

the solids model representing the machine tool cutter from the solids model

representing the part. This process involves the execution of both conditional

activities and attribute description functions. Note that the future occurrence

times for both classes are always set to infinity.

B.;„%.4 Sense

The Discrete Part Sensor class is responsible for detecting the presence of part

sub-models at pallet sub-models and transmitting messages to I/O_POFIT.

Depending upon Its application, it is dependent upon sub-models utilizing

classes in the arrival and departure category and/or grasp and release

category.

After an appropriate sub-model has executed, the class checks for the

presence of parts by examining the contents of the pallet Interaction buffer. lf

the pallet Interaction buffer is full, the class provides a "high" value to one of its

two allocated l/O_PORT records. lf the buffer is empty, the class provides a

"high" value to its other port record. lf the buffer is neither full nor empty, the

class provides both ports with “low" values. This process involves the execution

of conditional activities. The future occurrence time of the class is always set to

infinity.
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B.4 Pssslvs $5,;;;-Mgdsl Qlsssss

There are two passive sub-model classes used in the test bed models. They

are part and pallet. The part class is dynamic and contains two sets of

attributes. The first set contains a symbolic location and part type. Both of

these attributes are integers. The second set contains the kinematic

parameters described in A.2 and a solids model.

The pallet class is static and contains an interaction buffer capable of holding

the addresses of two part sub-models. The attribute set of the class includes

the current number of part sub·modeIs that its possesses, the kinematic

parameters described in A.2, and a solids model.



APPENDIX C TEST BED SUB-MODELS

Q.;} Introdgctlen

Sixty-four active sub-models are utilized in the test bed models. This appendix

identifies these sub-models along with their classes.

C.1 Master Simulatien Sub-Mgdel Qlaee

1. MS: executes the master simulation sub-model logic

tor the test bed models

2113
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g.2 0l;;ret; Manigulator gIa;;

1. W1D: simulates work cell 1

2. W20: simulates work cell 2

3. R10: simulatesrobot1

4. R20: simulates robot2

5. M10: simulates machin6tooI1

6. M20: simulates machln6tooI2

g.3 Klnlgeo Manigulator glas;

1. R1K: slmuIat6srobot1

2. R2K: simuIatesrobot2

3. M1K: simulates machine tooI1

4. M2K: simulates machine tooI2

g.4 0l;gr;t; Pgg Arrival glg;;

1. 0PA: simulatesthe arrivaltype "0" parts on palIet1
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Q.§ Kinlgeg Part Arrival Qlasg

1. KGPA: simulates the arrival type "0" parts on pallet 1

Q.§ Diggrete Part Flemoval Qlagg

1. DPD: simulates the removal of parts from pallet 3

Q.7 Kin[§eo Part Rgmoval Qlagg

1. KGPD: simulates the removal of parts from pallet 3

Q.§ Diggretg Part Qrasp Clagg

1. GDP1W1 D: simulates work cell 1 grasping a part from pallet 1

2. GDP2W2D: simulates work cell 2 grasping a part from pallet 2

3. GDP1 R1 D: simulates robot1 grasping a part from pallet 1

4. GDM1 R1D: simulates robot 1 grasping a part from machine tool 1

5. GDP2Fl2D: simulates robot 2 grasping a part from pallet 2

6. GDM2R2D: simulates robot 2 grasping a part from machine tool 2
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g.s Kin[geo Part Grasg glass

1. GKP1 R1 K: simulates robot 1 grasping a part from pallet 1

2. GKM1 R1 K: simulates robot1 grasping a part from machine tool 1

3. GKP2R2K: simulates robot 2 grasping a part from pallet 2

4. GKM2R2K: simulates robot 2 grasping a part from machine tool 2

C.10 Discrete Part Release glass

1. RDW1P2D: simulates work cell 1 releasing a part to pallet 2

2. RDW2P3D: simulates work cell 2 releasing a part to pallet 3

3. RDR1P2D: simulates robot 1 releasing a part to pallet 2

4. RDR1M1D: simulates robot 1 releasing a part to machine tool 1

5. RDR2P3D: simulates robot 2 releasing a part to pallet 3

6. RDR2M2D: simulates robot 2 releasing a part to machine tool 2

C.11 Kinlgee Part Release glass

1. RKR1P2K: simulates robot1 releasing a part to pallet 2

2. RKR1 M1 K: simulates robot 1 releasing a part to machine tool 1

3. RKR2P3K: simulates robot 2 releasing a part to pallet 3

4. RKR2M2K: simulates robot 2 releasing a part to machine tool 2
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Q.12 Dlggretg tg Kin[Geo Pag Qrggp Qlggg

1. GDP1R1K: simulates robot 1 grasping a part from pallet 1

2. GDM1 R1 K: simulates robot 1 grasping a part from machine tool 1

3. GDP2R2K: simulates robot 2 grasping a part from pallet 2

4. GDM2R2K: simulates robot 2 grasping a part from machine tool 2

C.1§ Digcrete to Kin[Geo Part Release Qlggg

1. RDR1 P2K: simulates robot 1 releasing a part to pallet 2

2. RDR1M1K: simulates robot 1 releasing a part to machine tool 1

3. RDR2P3K: simulates robot 2 releasing a part to pallet 3

4. RDR2M2K: simulates robot 2 releasing a part to machine tool 2

Q.14 Kin[§eg tg Diggrete Pag Qrggp Qlggg

1. GKP1 R1 D: simulates robot 1 grasping a part from pallet 1

2. GKM1 R1 D: simulates robot 1 grasping a part from machine tool 1

3. GKP2R2D: simulates robot 2 grasping a part from pallet 2

4. GKM2R2D: simulates robot 2 grasping a part from machine tool 2
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Q.1§ Klnzggg gg Discrgte Pgg Rglgggg Qlggg

1. RKR1P2D: simulates robot 1 releasing a part to pallet 2

2. RKR1M1D: simulates robot 1 releasing a part to machine tool 1

3. RKR2P3D: simulates robot 2 releasing a part to pallet 3

4. RKR2M2D: simulates robot 2 releasing a part to machine tool 2

C.1§ Kin[Ggg Part Transggrt Qlass

1. TKR1: simulates robot1 transporting a part

2. TKR2: simulates robot 2 transporting a part

3. TKM1: simulates machine tool 1 transporting a part

4. TKM2: simulates machine tool 2 transporting a part

C.17 Discrete Part Qut Qlagg

1. CDW1: simulates work cell 1 cutting a part

2. CDW2: simulates work cell 2 cutting a part

3. CDM1: simulates machine tool 1 cutting a part

4. CDM2: simulates machine tool 2 cutting a part
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Q.1§ Kln[Qsg Part Cut Class

1. CKM1: simulates machine tool 1 cutting a part

2. CKM2: simulates machine tool 2 cutting a part

Q.19 Dissrsts Pgrt Senssr Class

1. SP1: simulates the limits switches at paIlet1

2. SP2: simulates the limits switches at pallet 2

3. SP3: simulates the limits switches at palIet3



APPENDIX D TEST BED MODELS

D.Q Introduction

This appendix presents the sub-model structures of the twenty-five test bed

models developed in this dissertation. Note that the figures do not show

passive sub-models and that lines drawn between sub-models represent

dependencies.
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